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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 
The kinase-independent roles of the C. elegans Eph receptor in axon guidance involve PI 

3-kinase and the Abl tyrosine kinase 
 
 
 

by 
 
 

Emily Nicole Grossman 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Biology 
 

University of California, San Diego, 2013 
 

Professor Andrew D. Chisholm, Chair 
 
 
 

 It is only within the last twenty years that scientists have begun to understand the 

processes of axon guidance. Although a considerable body of work has been published 

regarding the mechanisms of axon guidance, much is still not known. In this work we 

seek to elucidate the in vivo mechanism of ephrin signaling, using the amphid sensory 

neurons of Caenorhabditis elegans as a model. In contrast to mammalian models, C. 

elegans only encodes a single Eph receptor, VAB-1. We find that guidance of the amphid 

neurons requires both kinase-dependent and kinase-independent Eph signaling mediated
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by EFN-1, a GPI-linked ligand. Expression of VAB-1 was observed in select amphid 

neurons, and EFN-1 expression was visible in surrounding cells. This expression pattern 

is consistent with a model of kinase-independent forward Eph signaling by VAB-1. We 

find that the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase pathway and the ABL-1 nonreceptor tyrosine 

kinase have roles in this Eph kinase-independent pathway. Surprisingly, we identified an 

asymmetry in guidance defects where left-hand neurons are affected significantly more 

often than right-hand neurons by loss of Eph signaling. Additionally, we find that 

overexpression of ABL-1 in a single neuron pair can rescue the entire sensory bundle, 

suggesting a non-cell autonomous relationship between the amphids during outgrowth. 

Lastly, we report our observation that a hyperactive calcium channel mutant, in 

combination with ephrin signaling mutants, cause disruption of dendrite attachment. 

These results shed light on the in vivo mechanisms of Eph signaling, and uncover 

previously unknown roles for ABL-1 in C. elegans. 
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I. Introduction 

 

Ephrin Signaling 

 Ephrins and their cell surface receptors, the Eph receptor tyrosine kinases (EphR), 

play critical roles in many axon guidance processes, including midline guidance and 

growth cone collapse (COWAN et al. 2000; DRESCHER et al. 1995). Eph receptors make 

up the largest subfamily of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs). In vertebrates, each 

receptor has an ephrin binding domain, a cysteine-rich region, and two fibronectin III 

repeats as part of its extracellular domain. The receptor also has a transmembrane 

component linking it to the intracellular domain, which contains a juxtamembrane 

segment, the catalytically active kinase domain, and a sterile α-motif domain (SAM) 

(VAN DER GEER et al. 1994). In contrast to long-range guidance cues, which are secreted, 

ephrin ligands are cell membrane bound.  This means that Eph signaling consists of 

contact mediated interactions, and active signaling requires membrane bound or 

artificially clustered ephrin ligands (DAVIS et al. 1994). Ephrin ligands can be classified 

into two types, either transmembrane (ephrin-B) or GPI linked (ephrin-A). Receptors are 

also classified into type-A or type-B depending on which type of ligand they usually 

bind. Although this is the case, there can be “cross-talk” between receptors and ligands of 

different types (HIMANEN et al. 2004). Eph signaling is complex and multi-functional, 

capable of mediating both repulsion and attraction depending on ephrin concentration 

even in the same neurons (HANSEN et al. 2004). Many of the signaling pathways 

downstream of Eph receptors and ephrins regulate cell movement or cell adhesion
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 (KULLANDER and KLEIN 2002; PASQUALE 2005). 

 Because Eph receptors and ephrins are cell surface molecules, they can operate in 

a variety of signaling modes (EGEA and KLEIN 2007; KULLANDER and KLEIN 2002; 

PASQUALE 2008). Eph receptors can generate kinase-dependent “forward” signals, in 

which ligand binding triggers receptor dimerization, activating the intrinsic kinase 

activity of the receptor and initiating response in the receptor-expressing cell. Kinase-

dependent forward Eph signaling contributes to many processes including retinotopic 

mapping (HINDGES et al. 2002), axonal midline avoidance after crossing (YOKOYAMA et 

al. 2001), neural crest cell migration (SMITH et al. 1997), and migration of neural 

progenitors (CATCHPOLE and HENKEMEYER 2011). This regulation of diverse 

developmental processes occurs in part via kinase-dependent interactions with 

downstream effectors including Src-family kinases (KNOLL and DRESCHER 2004; ZISCH 

et al. 1998), Rho GTPases (NOREN and PASQUALE 2004; WAHL et al. 2000), and 

RhoGEFs (SAHIN et al. 2005; SHAMAH et al. 2001). 

 In addition to kinase-dependent signaling, some Eph receptors initiate kinase-

independent forward signals. In HEK293 cells EphA8 signals promote integrin activity 

via the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) pathway; the juxtamembrane domain of 

EphA8 directly interacts with the PI3K catalytic subunit p110γ, independent of EphA8 

kinase activity (GU and PARK 2001; GU and PARK 2003). EphA8 can also interact with 

the Anks (Ankyrin and Sterile Alpha Motif) proteins AIDA and Odin in a kinase-

independent manner (SHIN et al. 2007). However, the significance of kinase-independent 

forward signaling in vivo has not been extensively analyzed. Reverse signaling via ephrin 

ligands can also contribute to kinase-independent functions. Although both ephrin-B and 
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ephrin-A ligands are capable of reverse signaling (BRUCKNER et al. 1999; DAVY et al. 

1999), ephrin-A ligands do not contain a transmembrane domain and therefore require a 

co-receptor, such as p75 (LIM et al. 2008), TrkB (MARLER et al. 2008), or Ret 

(BONANOMI et al. 2012). Finally, bidirectional signaling can occur where both the 

receptor and its membrane-bound ephrin ligand are involved in transmission of the signal 

into their respective cells (EGEA and KLEIN 2007). Bidirectional signaling was first 

shown for the EphB2(Nuk) receptor, which guides anterior commissure axons in the 

mouse brain (HENKEMEYER et al. 1996; HOLLAND et al. 1996). 

Ephrin Signaling in C. elegans 

In contrast to the many Eph receptors and ligands in vertebrates, C. elegans 

encodes a single Eph receptor, VAB-1 (GEORGE et al. 1998) and four ephrins, EFN-1-4 

(CHIN-SANG et al. 1999; WANG et al. 1999). The C. elegans ligands resemble vertebrate 

ephrin-As in topology, in that they are attached to the cell membrane by a 

glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) linker. Ephrins EFN-1 to 3 have partly redundant 

roles in VAB-1 signaling, depending on the developmental context (CHIN-SANG et al. 

1999; WANG et al. 1999) whereas the divergent ephrin EFN-4 functions independently of 

VAB-1 (CHIN-SANG et al. 2002; IKEGAMI et al. 2004). 

C. elegans Eph signaling acts in many cell types and processes. For example, 

VAB-1 and its ephrin ligands control neuroblast migrations during embryonic 

morphogenesis (CHIN-SANG et al. 1999; GEORGE et al. 1998; WANG et al. 1999). VAB-1 

function in embryonic neuroblast migration requires both kinase-dependent and kinase-

independent signaling, and involves partly redundant signaling by all three ephrin 
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ligands. VAB-1 signaling also regulates oocyte maturation and gonadal sheath cell 

contractions in response to a distinct set of ligands, the major sperm proteins (MSPs) 

(CHENG et al. 2008; MILLER et al. 2003). Although the VAB-1 kinase domain is required 

for inhibition of oocyte maturation in the absence of sperm, it is dispensable for 

regulation of the basal gonadal sheath cell contraction rate (MILLER et al. 2003). C. 

elegans Eph signaling has been implicated in outgrowth or guidance of several axon 

types, including PLM outgrowth (MOHAMED and CHIN-SANG 2006) and pathfinding of 

PVQ and HSN axons (BOULIN et al. 2006). In most of these situations, the defects of 

VAB-1/Eph receptor null mutants are more severe than those of kinase-dead alleles 

(BOULIN et al. 2006; GEORGE et al. 1998; MOHAMED and CHIN-SANG 2006), implying 

that a portion of VAB-1 signaling is kinase-independent. However the in vivo mechanism 

of VAB-1 kinase-independent signaling has remained elusive. 

Sensory Neurons as a Model of Ephrin Signaling 

To elucidate in vivo mechanisms of kinase-independent ephrin signaling we used 

the amphid commisure of C. elegans as a model.  The amphid consists of twelve pairs of 

bilaterally symmetric neurons in the head of the worm that are responsible for detecting 

chemicals, odors, and temperature. Most are continuous with the outside environment 

through the amphid pore, but AWA, AWB, and AWC invaginate the amphid sheath cell 

(PERKINS et al. 1986; WARD et al. 1975). Each amphid neuron has a dendrite, which is 

exposed to environmental cues, as well as an axon, which extends into the nerve ring.  By 

using the amphids as a model for axon outgrowth, this allows us to examine both 

dendritic and axonal morphology in the same neuron in response to genetic modification.  
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 The initial step of amphid neuron development begins with dendritic anchoring during 

embryogenesis.  This process begins when the amphid cell body anchors its dendritic tip 

to the anterior part of the embryo. DYF-7 and DEX-1, which share homology with zona 

pellucida (ZP), ZP-binding proteins, and tectorin proteins, are required for proper 

anchoring of the dendritic tip (HEIMAN and SHAHAM 2009). It is thought that these 

proteins form a matrix-like structure to hold the dendrite in place, although more work is 

required to ascertain all the players involved (HEIMAN and SHAHAM 2009). After the 

dendritic tip is secured, dendrites extend as a coordinated bundle by a process known as 

“retrograde extension” where the dendritic tip of the amphid neuron remains stationary 

while the cell body moves posteriorly and lays down dendrite as it goes (HEIMAN and 

SHAHAM 2009). The sheath and socket glial cells, which surround the amphid sensory 

organ (WARD et al. 1975), also serve as important support structures to the amphids. 

They are essential for sensory function, and may also contribute to dendrite anchoring 

(BACAJ et al. 2008; PROCKO and SHAHAM 2010). As development progresses, the 

dendrites must scale almost two times their original length in order to keep pace with 

overall larval growth (HEIMAN and SHAHAM 2009). 

ABL-1, a Non-Receptor Tyrosine Kinase 

One of the first protein tyrosine kinases discovered (SEFTON et al. 1981; WITTE et 

al. 1981), Abl is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase with multiple functional regions, 

including a Src homology 3 (SH3), Src homology 2 (SH2), and a tyrosine kinase domain 

(VAN ETTEN 1999). Abl has been studied intently for its contributing role to chronic 

myelogenous leukemia; recombination of the Abl gene with the BCR gene produces the 
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BCR-Abl fusion protein, which leads to deregulation of kinase activity and disease 

(LUGO et al. 1990; SHTIVELMAN et al. 1985). Abl was found to be constitutively active in 

aggressive and invasive breast cancer cell lines, and seems to promote cell invasion 

(SRINIVASAN and PLATTNER 2006). Over the years, Eph signaling has also been intensely 

investigated to determine its contribution to cancer progression (GENANDER 2012). To 

investigate if Eph and Abl physically interact in cancer cell culture, yeast-two-hybrid 

experiments were conducted. In these, the SH2 domain of Abl was determined to bind to 

the cytoplasmic domains of the EphA4 and EphB2 receptors. Furthermore, a motif in the 

C-terminal tail of Abl was also found to mediate binding to EphB2, but does so 

independently of Eph kinase activity (YU et al. 2001).  

In addition to regulating cell migration during cancer proliferation, Abl also 

interacts with both the Roundabout (Robo) receptor and the Netrin receptor to regulate 

neuron guidance in D. melanogaster (BASHAW et al. 2000; FORSTHOEFEL et al. 2005). 

Although Abl has not been shown to act downstream of Eph receptors in invertebrates, it 

has been demonstrated to be required downstream of the EphA receptor for growth cone 

collapse in vertebrate neuron cell culture (HARBOTT and NOBES 2005). In C. elegans, 

ABL-1 encodes a non-receptor tyrosine kinase containing both SH2 and SH3 domains. 

Although shown to inhibit both germline apoptosis in response to ionizing radiation 

(DENG et al. 2004) as well as engulfment of apoptotic cells (HURWITZ et al. 2009), its 

role in neuron guidance in C. elegans is still unclear.  
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Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinase Signaling 

The phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) pathway has been previously implicated 

downstream of Eph receptors in regulation of integrin activity (GU and PARK 2001), 

migration of endothelial cells contributing to angiogenesis (BRANTLEY-SIEDERS et al. 

2004; MAEKAWA et al. 2003), and cell positioning of intestinal cells (GENANDER et al. 

2009). In addition to regulation of cell migration, components of PI3K signaling also 

have been shown to play a role downstream of guidance receptors. In Xenopus, PI3K 

signaling is required downstream of TrkA receptors for attractive turning towards NGF 

(MING et al. 1999). Additionally, PI3K signaling mediates outgrowth of the AVM neuron 

in C. elegans in response to slit and netrin (CHANG et al. 2006). Currently, the role of 

PI3K signaling downstream of Eph receptors during axon guidance is not well 

understood.  

Left/Right Asymmetry in the Nervous System 

Many bilaterally symmetric organisms have structural and functional left/right 

asymmetries as a normal part of development. For example, in humans the heart, spleen, 

and liver are asymmetric with respect to the ventral midline. Asymmetries are not 

restricted to gross morphology though, and occur even in the design of neural circuits. 

These neural asymmetries result as a consequence of genetics and environmental factors, 

and can be roughly grouped into two classes (CONCHA et al. 2012). In the first class, an 

asymmetry can occur in a system that has similar cell types that are present in different 

ratios on the left and right. For example, in the zebrafish dorsal diencephalon, 

neurogenesis is under genetic control of Notch, which suppresses neurogenesis on the 
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right side and leads to a smaller lateral subnucleus (CONCHA et al. 2009). The second 

class of asymmetries can result from a unilateral circuit component such as receptor-

expression that is restricted to one side or the other. This case is observed in C. elegans in 

the ASE and AWC chemosensory neurons (HOBERT et al. 2002; TROEMEL et al. 1999; 

YU et al. 1997), where right or left specific expression of receptors gives these neurons 

different functional sensitivities to chemicals.  

Role of Calcium in Regulation of Axon Guidance 

Calcium signaling is crucial to life, starting with fertilization, and required for a 

multitude of processes in every organism. Regulation of calcium signaling is partially 

mediated by voltage gated calcium channels (VGCCs), which typically consist of the 

poreforming α1 subunit and the accessory subunits β, α2/ δ, and γ (SINGER et al. 1991). 

The α1 subunit contains a pore-forming structure in the center, which selectively allows 

Ca2+ ion flux across the membrane. There are three main types of vertebrate VGCCs, and 

their classification is dependent on their α1 subunits as well as what type of molecule can 

block the channel’s function. There are L-type, non-L-type, and T-type channels. non-L 

type can further be classified into N-, P/Q-, and R-type depending on what specific 

peptide toxins can block the channel. While both the L-type and non-L type are high 

voltage activated, T-type are low voltage activated (for review see (CATTERALL 2000)). 

Developing neurons are highly reliant on calcium signaling to regulate cell 

differentiation, rate of outgrowth, and function (ROSENBERG and SPITZER 2011; TROEMEL 

et al. 1999). During development, transient calcium spikes were found to reduce the rate 

of axon outgrowth both in vitro (GOMEZ et al. 1995; TANG et al. 2003) and in vivo 
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(GOMEZ and SPITZER 1999). Growth cones producing a high frequency of calcium 

transients were found to migrate slowly or retract, whereas growth cones generating a 

low frequency of calicum transients migrate rapidly.   

In addition to regulating rate of outgrowth, calcium-dependent pathways also 

regulate axon pathfinding in response to molecular guidance cues. For example, in 

cultured Xenopus spinal neurons, axons turning toward a netrin-1 source depend on 

calcium signaling (HONG et al. 2000; MING et al. 1997). Although L-type channels 

primarily regulate calcium signaling downstream of guidance cues, they are not the only 

channel type because when L-type channel blockers were applied to spinal neuron 

cultures, calcium signaling in response to netrin cues were reduced, but not eliminated 

(HONG et al. 2000). This implies that other non-L-type or non-VGCCs may be regulating 

calcium influx in response to cues.  Although netrin has been found to trigger calcium-

dependent signaling, there is no evidence that Eph/ephrin signaling also has a Calcium-

dependent component. However, a recent report using Drosophila suggests that Eph 

receptors form a complex with ephexin, Cdc42, and CaV2.1 (P/Q-type VGCC) to 

maintain synaptic homeostasis (FRANK et al. 2009). 
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 II. Ephrin signaling in C. elegans amphid guidance 

Abstract 

Eph receptors and their ephrin ligands are key conserved regulators of axon 

guidance, and can function in a variety of signaling modes. Here we analyze the genetic 

and cellular requirements for Eph signaling in a C. elegans axon guidance choice point, 

the ventral guidance of axons in the amphid commissure. The C. elegans Eph receptor 

VAB-1 has both kinase-dependent and kinase-independent roles in amphid guidance. Of 

the four C. elegans ephrins, we find that only EFN-1 has a major role in amphid axon 

guidance, and signals in both a receptor kinase-dependent and kinase-independent 

manner. Analysis of VAB-1 and EFN-1 expression and tissue specific requirements is 

consistent with a model in which VAB-1 acts in amphid neurons, interacting with EFN-1 

expressed on surrounding cells. Unexpectedly, left-hand neurons are more strongly 

affected than right-hand neurons by loss of Eph signaling, indicating a previously 

undetected left-right asymmetry in the requirement for Eph signaling. By screening 

candidate genes involved in Eph signaling we find that the Eph kinase-independent 

pathway involves phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase pathway and the ABL-1 nonreceptor 

tyrosine kinase. Overexpression of ABL-1 is sufficient to rescue vab-1 guidance defects 

cell-autonomously, and can restore normal guidance to other amphid axons non-

autonomously. Our results reveal new aspects of Eph signaling in a single axon guidance 

decision in vivo.
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Introduction 

To understand the basis of VAB-1 kinase-independent signaling at the level of 

individual cells we have focused on a simple axon guidance decision, the ventral 

guidance of amphid sensory axons. Ventral guidance of amphid sensory axons involves 

VAB-1 and at least two other partly redundant guidance systems: netrin (UNC-6/UNC-

40) signaling, and the SAX-3/Robo receptor (ZALLEN et al. 1999). Loss of function in 

any one of these pathways leads to incompletely penetrant guidance defects in which the 

amphid commissure extends laterally instead of ventrally. Double mutants between the 

pathways display strong synergistic enhancement of guidance defects. As VAB-1 is 

required for many aspects of embryonic morphogenesis it has been unresolved whether 

VAB-1 acts directly in amphid axon guidance. 

We show here that VAB-1 likely functions in amphid neurons to mediate their 

ventral axonal guidance, interacting with EFN-1 in non-amphid neurons. The requirement 

for Eph signaling displays an unexpected left-right asymmetry. VAB-1’s role in amphid 

axon guidance involves at least two pathways, both of which are partly kinase-

independent. PI3K signaling promotes amphid axon guidance, in part downstream of 

VAB-1. Additionally, ABL-1, a non-receptor tyrosine kinase, signals in the amphid 

neurons as part of a VAB-1 kinase-independent pathway. These results elucidate 

mechanisms of VAB-1 kinase-independent forward signaling in amphid axon guidance. 
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Results 

Amphid ventral guidance involves both kinase-dependent and kinase-independent 

functions of VAB-1/Eph receptor 

Amphids are sensory organs containing 12 bilaterally symmetric pairs of neurons 

whose cell bodies are located in the lateral ganglia of the head. Amphid neuron cell 

bodies are born in the anterior head in mid-embryogenesis, move anteriorly to anchor 

their dendrite tip, then migrate posteriorly, laying down their sensory processes by 

‘retrograde extension’ (HEIMAN and SHAHAM 2009; SULSTON et al. 1983). Once the 

amphid cell body reaches its final place in the lateral ganglia, the amphid axons grow out 

ventrally then turn and extend anteriorly and dorsally into the nerve ring. Amphid axons 

are fasciculated in their ventral trajectories, forming two bundles known as the amphid 

commissures. Previous work revealed that amphid commissure guidance was strongly 

dependent on VAB-1/EphR signaling: vab-1(dx31) null mutants display 30-40% 

guidance defects in which amphid axons leave the cell body laterally and enter the nerve 

ring without following the normal ventral trajectory (ZALLEN et al. 1999). Defects were 

significantly less penetrant in the kinase-dead allele vab-1(e2) suggesting amphid axon 

guidance is a suitable model of VAB-1/EphR kinase-independent signaling. 

To confirm the requirement for VAB-1 we examined amphid axon guidance in 

the entire vab-1 allelic series using the AWB marker Pstr-1-GFP (kyIs104) (Fig 2.1A).  

Axon guidance defect penetrance correlated strongly with penetrance of lethality or body 

morphology defects (GEORGE ET AL., 1998). Putative vab-1 null alleles (e2027, dx31, ju8, 
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ok1699, dx14, ju307) cause between 31%-38% axon guidance defects, whereas likely 

kinase-dead vab-1 alleles (e118, e2, zd118) display 10% defects. These results confirm 

that both kinase-dependent and kinase-independent VAB-1 functions are involved in 

amphid axon guidance. Hereafter we refer to the reference null vab-1(e2027) as vab-1(0), 

and to the reference kinase dead allele vab-1(e118) as vab-1(kd). We next addressed 

whether VAB-1 signals affected other amphid neurons. Using cell specific markers we 

find that at least four neurons display similar axon guidance defects in vab-1 mutants, and 

are differentially affected in the vab-1 null and kinase-dead mutants (Fig 2.1B). Using 

dye filling to visualize multiple amphid neurons we find that animals with defective 

AWB guidance were also defective in the guidance of the entire commissure (Fig 2.1C). 

This is in agreement with previous observations (ZALLEN et al. 1999) that vab-1 

mutations affect all amphid axons equally. Below, we focus on a representative neuron, 

AWB. 

Amphid axon guidance is dependent on EFN-1, which signals through both VAB-1 

kinase-dependent and -independent pathways 

Previous studies had not determined the specific ephrin ligands involved in 

amphid axon guidance. Of the four C. elegans ephrins, only efn-1(0) mutants displayed 

amphid axon guidance defects like those of vab-1, at lower penetrance (25%; Fig 2.1C, 

2.1D). These observations suggested that EFN-1 might be partly redundant with EFN-2 

and EFN-3 in regulating ventral guidance. However, efn-2 or efn-3 null mutants or efn-2 

efn-3 double mutants displayed completely normal AWB guidance (Fig 2.1D). efn-1 efn-

2 and efn-1 efn-3 double mutants resembled efn-1 single mutants, as did the efn-1, efn-2, 
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efn-3 triple mutant (Fig 2.1D). Thus, EFN-1 is the major ephrin ligand involved in 

amphid axon guidance. As shown below, EFN-2 may play a minor role in guidance. 

To address how EFN-1 may regulate VAB-1 signaling we examined amphid 

guidance in efn-1 vab-1 double mutants. The phenotype of vab-1 null mutants was not 

enhanced by efn-1(0), consistent with EFN-1 and VAB-1 acting in a linear pathway. We 

next addressed whether EFN-1 acted in the VAB-1 kinase-dependent or kinase-

independent pathway by examining double mutants between each ephrin ligand and the 

kinase dead receptor. We interpret enhancement of the kinase-dead phenotype as 

evidence for signaling in a kinase-independent pathway. efn-1(0) vab-1(kd) double 

mutants showed enhancement relative to vab-1(kd) but not to efn-1(0) alone, consistent 

with EFN-1 signaling at least in part through a kinase independent pathway (Fig 2.1E). 

Conversely, efn-2 vab-1(kd) and efn-3 vab-1(kd) mutants displayed significant 

suppression of axon guidance defects relative to vab-1(kd), suggesting EFN-2 and EFN-3 

have a cryptic function antagonizing the kinase independent pathway. efn-2 or efn-3 

neither enhanced nor suppressed vab-1(0) guidance defects, implying that the 

antagonistic effects of EFN-2/3 require the Eph receptor (Fig 2.1E). 

To test whether loss of EFN-2 improved VAB-1 signaling by enhancing EFN-1 

activity we examined whether efn-1 partial loss of function mutants could be suppressed 

by efn-2(lf), and found no significant suppression in these double mutants (Fig 2.1F). 

Loss of EFN-2 may be unable to compensate for the reduced EFN-1 function in these 

mutants. To address the specificity of efn-2 suppression, we analyzed double loss-of-

function mutants between efn-2 and the netrin receptor unc-40 or sax-3/Robo. efn-2 

weakly suppressed guidance defects in both cases (Fig 2.1F), although these effects were 
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not statistically significant. These data imply that loss of efn-2 function might increase 

EFN-1/VAB-1 signaling via VAB-1, resulting in slight improvement of guidance in the 

absence of UNC-40 or SAX-3. 

VAB-1 is expressed and required in amphid neurons for axon guidance 

We considered two general models for how VAB-1 and EFN-1 might promote 

amphid guidance (Fig 2.2A) First, VAB-1 in amphid neurons might interact with EFN-1 

on surrounding guidepost cells, mediating a receptor forward signal into axons. EFN-1 

might present an attractive cue on ventral guidepost cells or EFN-1 might repel amphid 

axons from the more lateral pathway. In the second model EFN-1 in amphid neurons 

might interact with VAB-1 in surrounding cells, mediating an ephrin reverse signal into 

axons. More complex models in which VAB-1 and EFN-1 are coexpressed in amphids 

and surrounding cells are possible. 

VAB-1 is widely expressed in anterior neurons during embryonic and larval 

development (BRISBIN et al. 2009; GEORGE et al. 1998). Although the embryonic VAB-1 

expression is complex, at least some VAB-1-expressing cells appear to correspond to 

amphid neurons (Fig 2.2B). During larval stages Pvab-1-GFP expression becomes more 

restricted, but is observable in at least one amphid neuron, ASIL, as well as other 

locations (Fig 2.2C). We therefore focused on testing the cellular requirement of VAB-1 

using a variety of tissue- or cell-specific promoters (Appendix A). We verified that the 

vab-1(0) axon guidance phenotypes were fully rescuable by genomic vab-1 DNA or by 

the VAB-1::GFP transgene (GEORGE et al. 1998). Expression of VAB-1 under the control 

of pan-neuronal promoters such as unc-33 or rgef-1 partly rescued vab-1(0) phenotypes 

from 38% to 27% (not significant), suggesting VAB-1 is required at least in part in 
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neurons. When we expressed VAB-1 using an amphid specific promoter (Pdyf-7), vab-

1(0) mutant phenotypes were significantly rescued (18%; Fig 2.2D). In contrast, 

expression of VAB-1 from non-neuronal promoters, including lin-26 (glial and epidermal 

cells), hlh-17 (cephalic sheath cells), or myo-2 (pharyngeal muscle), did not rescue 

amphid axon defects. Taken together, our expression and tissue-specific rescue 

experiments are most consistent with VAB-1 acting directly in amphid neurons to 

promote axon guidance. 

EFN-1 is expressed and required in neurons and can inhibit VAB-1 when expressed 

in amphid neurons 

EFN-1::GFP is expressed widely in anterior neurons during mid-embryogenesis 

(CHIN-SANG et al. 1999), but like VAB-1 becomes more restricted during larval stages. 

In larvae, EFN-1::GFP was not observed in amphid neurons but was seen in a set of 

ventral neurons including AIM, AIY, and AVK (Fig 2.3A). Tissue-specific expression of 

EFN-1 under the control of the pan-neuronal unc-33 promoter significantly suppressed 

efn-1(0) guidance defects, suggesting EFN-1 is at least partly required in neurons. 

However, amphid specific expression of EFN-1 strongly enhanced guidance defects in an 

efn-1(0) mutant (Fig 2.3B). We reasoned that if EFN-1 is normally excluded from VAB-

1-expressing amphid neurons, its ectopic expression in amphid neurons could inhibit 

VAB-1 signaling by a cis-interaction similar to that reported in retinal axons (CARVALHO 

et al. 2006). Consistent with this hypothesis, Pdyf-7-EFN-1 did not enhance guidance 

defects of a vab-1(0) mutant. Thus, guidance defects due to misexpression of EFN-1 

require VAB-1/EphR. Expression of EFN-1 under the control of non-neuronal or AWB-

specific promoters (lin-26, hlh-17, myo-2, or str-1) neither rescued nor enhanced efn-1 
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phenotypes. Overall these data are consistent with EFN-1 functioning in non-amphid 

neurons, presumably guidepost cells for amphid axons. 

Eph signaling in amphid axon guidance displays left-right asymmetry 

In the course of analyzing axon guidance phenotypes, we noticed that almost all 

vab-1 and ephrin mutant strains displayed a strong left-right bias, in that guidance defects 

were 2-4 times more frequent in the left hand neuron of a bilateral pair (Fig 2.4A, 2.4B). 

Such asymmetric guidance defects were seen in multiple neuron types and with dye 

filling. In contrast, unc-40 (Netrin receptor) or sax-3 (Robo) mutants displayed 

symmetrical defects (Fig 2.4B). These observations suggest that despite the overt 

symmetry of axon guidance in the wild type, left-hand neurons are much more dependent 

on Eph signaling than are right-hand neurons. 

Amphid neurons display left-right asymmetries in gene expression and function, 

determined by cell autonomous gene regulatory cascades (HOBERT et al. 2002; JOHNSTON 

and HOBERT 2003). To distinguish whether an amphid neuron’s identity or its 

environment determines the asymmetric response to loss of ephrin signaling we used lsy-

6 mutants, in which a left-hand neuron (ASEL) is genetically transformed into its right-

hand counterpart ASER (JOHNSTON and HOBERT 2003). If left-hand bias in guidance 

defects reflects an intrinsic aspect of the ASEL fate, ASER should not show higher 

guidance defects when on the left side. On the other hand, if the left hand environment 

determines reliance on Eph signaling then the transformed ASER (left) should show 

enhanced defects compared to the nontransformed ASER (right). In vab-1(0) lsy-6 double 

mutants we observed a strong left-hand bias in defects (P < 0.01), equivalent to that in 
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vab-1(0) alone (Fig 2.4C), suggesting it is not the lateralized identity of the cell, but a 

difference in the environment that leads to the asymmetry of Eph guidance defects. 

To better quantify the asymmetry in each mutant we created an “asymmetry 

index” consisting of the percentage of left hand lateral defects divided by percentage of 

total lateral defects (1 = all defects on left hand side, 0 = all on right, 0.5 = symmetrical). 

By examing these ratios, we realized that double mutants with efn-2 show a more left-

skewed ratio of defects when compared with the single mutant alone. For example, loss 

of function in efn-1 causes defects with a strong left-hand bias that is exacerbated in efn-1 

efn-2 mutants. Defects on the left side increase from 36% to 50%, and those on the right 

side decrease from 16% to 8% (Fig 2.4D). In contrast, loss of efn-2 improves left-hand 

guidance in vab-1(kd) mutants, suggesting that the effect of EFN-2 on left hand guidance 

can be positive or negative depending on the presence of EFN-1. efn-2 does not modify 

the left-right asymmetry of vab-1(0) consistent with the idea that the inhibitory effect of 

EFN-2 requires VAB-1. Asymmetric expression of EFN-2 and likely other guidance cues 

could contribute to the unequal roles of Eph signaling in left and right amphid axon 

guidance. 

Screening candidates for components of Eph signaling in axon guidance 

To identify additional components of the Eph pathway involved in axon guidance 

we screened candidates chosen based on their known involvement in Eph signaling in 

other cells or organisms (Table 1). We scored guidance in all single mutants and for 

selected mutants in the vab-1(kd) and vab-1(0) backgrounds, reasoning that mutations 

affecting a VAB-1 kinase-independent pathway should enhance vab-1(kd) but not vab-

1(0). Based on the tissue and cell-specific rescue results we report here, it is likely that 
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components in this pathway would function downstream of VAB-1 in a “forward 

signaling” mechanism. As predicted, loss of function in candidate coreceptors for ephrin 

reverse signaling such as the TrkB homolog trk-1 (MANNING 2005) did not affect 

guidance. Other potential VAB-1 ligands such as the atypical ephrin EFN-4 (CHIN-SANG 

et al. 2002; IKEGAMI et al. 2004), VPR-1 (TSUDA et al. 2008), or the Wrapper/Klingon 

receptor WRK-1 (BOULIN et al. 2006) did not affect amphid axon guidance and were not 

tested further (Table 1). Some sterile or maternal-effect mutants, such as src-1 were only 

tested as single mutants and did not affect guidance. Loss of function in mig-

10/Lamellipodin or ngn-1/Neurogenin caused highly penetrant axon guidance defects as 

single mutants and may affect parallel pathways or multiple signaling pathways. Most 

single mutants did not display axon guidance defects, and did not modify the vab-1(kd) 

phenotype, including several genes implicated in Eph signaling in other contexts, such as 

nck-1/Nck (HU et al. 2009) or ephx-1/Ephexin (SAHIN et al. 2005). Below we focus on 

two pathways that displayed specific roles in amphid guidance: the PI3-kinase/Insulin 

signaling pathway and the non-receptor tyrosine kinase abl-1/Abl. 

PI 3-kinase signaling promotes amphid axon guidance 

The phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase pathway plays widespread roles in Eph 

signaling. In C. elegans, VAB-1’s roles in axon outgrowth and lifespan appear to be 

mediated via PI3K signals (BRISBIN et al. 2009). We therefore tested age-1 and aap-1, 

which encode the C. elegans orthologs of the PI3K p110 catalytic and p50/p55 

adaptor/regulatory subunit. age-1 or aap-1 single mutants displayed normal amphid 

guidance and both significantly enhanced the vab-1(kd) phenotype (Fig 2.5A). Loss of 

aap-1 or age-1 also enhanced efn-1(0) guidance defects, and age-1 enhanced vab-1 null 
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mutant defects. PI3K signaling has recently been shown to cell-autonomously promote 

axon outgrowth of the AIY neuron (CHRISTENSEN et al. 2011); we found that AWB also 

displayed outgrowth defects in PI3K mutants, but that these were independent of axon 

guidance or VAB-1 (not shown). These results suggest PI3-kinase signaling promotes 

amphid guidance and that loss of VAB-1 function sensitizes amphid axons to loss of 

PI3K activity. As vab-1(0) is enhanced by PI3K mutations, PI3K may act downstream to 

VAB-1, in parallel, or both. 

daf-18 encodes the C. elegans PTEN phosphatase and acts antagonistically to 

PI3K (OGG and RUVKUN 1998). VAB-1 has been shown to interact with and negatively 

regulate PTEN expression and function in amphid neurons in a kinase-dependent manner 

(BRISBIN et al. 2009). We found that daf-18 vab-1(kd) mutants showed significant 

suppression of amphid guidance defects, consistent with PI3K signaling promoting 

guidance (Fig 2.5B). In C. elegans PI(3,4,5)P3 (PIP3)is thought to signal via a variety of 

kinases, including AKT-1/AKT-2 (PARADIS and RUVKUN 1998) and PDK-1 (PARADIS et 

al. 1999). The serum-and glucocorticoid-inducible kinase SGK-1 strictly depends on 

PDK-1 for its activation, but transduces PIP3 signals by forming a complex with AKT-1/2 

to control life span through regulation of DAF-16 (HERTWECK et al. 2004). We therefore 

tested pdk-1/PDK, sgk-1/SGK, and the Akt/PKB homologs akt-1 and akt-2. 

Unexpectedly, loss of function in each of these kinases except akt-2 suppressed vab-1(kd) 

defects (Fig 2.5B). Loss of function in a target of the PI3-kinase/insulin pathway, DAF-

16/FOXO (LIN et al. 1997; OGG et al. 1997), also suppressed vab-1(kd) guidance defects. 

Overall, these results are consistent with the model that VAB-1 kinase-

independent signaling involves the PI3K pathway. However, the roles of PI3K dependent 
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kinases differ from their canonical roles as defined by their functions in aging or dauer 

formation (HERTWECK et al. 2004; PARADIS et al. 1999; PARADIS and RUVKUN 1998). 

Reduced PI3K activity enhanced guidance defects, yet loss of function in the kinases that 

transduce PIP3 activity suppressed guidance defects. These results suggest a more 

complex and possibly non-canonical relationship between VAB-1 and the PI3K pathway 

in axon guidance. 

The ABL-1 tyrosine kinase acts in Eph signaling in amphid axon guidance  

abl-1 mutants display a low penetrance (1%) lateral axon phenotype and 

significantly enhanced vab-1(kd), but not vab-1(0) guidance defects (Fig 2.6A), 

suggesting abl-1 acts in Eph signaling but independent of the Eph kinase. abl-1 unc-40 

double mutants did not display genetic interactions, consistent with ABL-1 acting 

specifically in Eph signaling (Fig 2.6A). efn-1 abl-1 double mutants displayed significant 

enhancement, suggesting that although ABL-1 acts within the Eph pathway it is not 

solely downstream of EFN-1 (Fig 2.6A). age-1 abl-1 double mutants displayed normal 

guidance. However, the abl-1 age-1 vab-1(kd) triple mutant displayed 45% guidance 

defects, equivalent to or slightly stronger than vab-1(0) (Fig 2.6B). This synergistic effect 

in the vab-1(kd) background suggest abl-1 and age-1 act in distinct pathways in amphid 

guidance that are redundant with each other and with VAB-1 kinase-dependent signals. 

To determine where ABL-1 functions in amphid axon guidance we conducted 

tissue- and cell- specific rescue experiments. We expressed the ABL-1 cDNA under the 

control of amphid-specific (dyf-7) or AWB-specific (str-1) promoters and tested for 

rescue of the vab-1(kd) abl-1 enhanced phenotype. Amphid-specific expression of ABL-1 

rescued the vab-1(kd) abl-1 double mutant to the level of the vab-1(kd) phenotype alone, 
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indicating ABL-1 acts in amphid neurons. Strikingly, expression of ABL-1 under the 

AWB-specific str-1 promoter was able to suppress vab-1(kd) abl-1 guidance defects to 

levels even lower than those of vab-1(kd) (Fig 2.6C). This suppression of vab-1 by 

AWB-specific ABL-1 overexpression is also consistent with ABL-1 acting in AWB 

downstream of VAB-1. Moreover, when we examined other amphid neurons in the Pstr-

1-ABL-1 rescued line, we found that rescue of AWB guidance was almost completely 

correlated with rescue of other axons in the commissure (Fig 2.6D). Thus, AWB-specific 

expression of ABL-1 not only rescues AWB guidance but appears to non-autonomously 

rescue guidance of other amphid axons. 

 

Discussion 

We were interested in the roles of Eph signaling in amphid axon guidance as a 

simple model for kinase-independent functions of Eph receptors. Our genetic and cellular 

analysis suggests the role of VAB-1 signaling in amphid axons is in several respects 

unlike its function in other cellular contexts in C. elegans. Thus, despite expressing a 

single Eph receptor and a small number of ephrin ligands, C. elegans Eph signaling is 

highly context-specific (MILLER and CHIN-SANG 2012). 

EFN-1 is the major ephrin acting in amphid guidance 

In contrast to the previously characterized functional redundancy between EFN-1, 

EFN-2, and EFN-3 in embryonic morphogenesis and ventral neuroblast migration 

(WANG et al. 1999), only EFN-1 is required to properly guide the amphid neurons, and is 

sufficient to signal in the absence of EFN-2 and EFN-3. Unexpectedly, the efn-1,-2,-3 
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triple mutant fails to phenocopy the vab-1 receptor null in amphid guidance suggesting 

that EFN-1,-2, and -3 do not collectively account for all VAB-1 activity. At least three 

explanations can be considered for this discrepancy. First, EFN ligands might antagonize 

one another. Removal of efn-2 appears to slightly enhance efn-1, but this effect is negated 

by loss of efn-3. It is possible that EFN-3 acts in an inhibitory way to disrupt the 

functionality of EFN-1 or EFN-2 during ephrin signaling. We also find that loss of EFN-

2 or EFN-3 mildly suppressed vab-1(kd), suggesting EFN-2 and EFN-3 inhibit kinase-

independent signaling. Loss of EFN-2 or EFN-3 does not affect the vab-1 null phenotype, 

suggesting such suppression effect requires the VAB-1 receptor. 

A second possibility is that amphid axon guidance involves an additional VAB-1 

ligand. However, the best candidate non-ephrin ligand VPR-1 does not appear to be 

required in amphid guidance. Lastly, VAB-1 could have ligand-independent activity in 

axon guidance. In cancer cell lines EphRs have been shown to regulate cell migration 

independently of ephrin stimulation (MIAO et al. 2009; NOREN et al. 2009). In axon 

guidance, in which localized ligands should provide directional information, ligand-

independent activity of VAB-1 might be permissive for other instructive signals such as 

netrins to promote ventral guidance. 

Cellular requirements for Eph signaling in amphid axon guidance 

Our tissue-specific rescue experiments suggest VAB-1 functions at least in part in 

the nervous system, and most likely in the amphid neurons themselves. This conclusion is 

consistent with our expression data and previous evidence for VAB-1 functioning in 

amphid neurons (BRISBIN et al. 2009; GEORGE et al. 1998). Conversely, EFN-1 does not 

appear to be expressed or required in amphid neurons; moreover, expression of EFN-1 in 
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amphid neurons enhances the efn-1(0) mutant phenotype. We hypothesize that this 

enhancement reflects a cis-inhibitory interaction between EFN-1 and VAB-1, because 

amphid specific expression of EFN-1 does not enhance vab-1(0). Although we have not 

pinpointed the cells in which EFN-1 is expressed at the time of amphid guidance, it is 

noteworthy that EFN-1::GFP was detected in a set of ventral neurons some of which are 

postsynaptic to amphid sensory neurons and whose cell bodies are close to the amphid 

commissure. 

A caveat to this analysis is that none of the VAB-1 or EFN-1 tissue-specific 

transgenes fully rescue the corresponding mutant defects. As amphid or AWB-specific 

expression of ABL-1 fully rescued abl-1 defects, these promoters are likely expressed 

early enough to function during axon guidance. We therefore suspect that the incomplete 

transgenic rescues are because VAB-1 and EFN-1 are required either in multiple tissues 

or in a complex subset of neurons, and that pan-neural or pan-amphid expression does not 

sufficiently recapitulate these patterns to fully rescue the mutant defect. 

VAB-1 and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase signaling in axon guidance 

PI3K signaling is a key regulator of axon guidance in many organisms. Eph 

receptors can physically interact with the p85 subunit of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase 

(PI3K)(PANDEY et al. 1994), as well as transmit kinase-independent forward signals 

through a PI3K pathway (GU and PARK 2001). In C. elegans, ventral guidance of AVM 

depends on AGE-1/PI3K to properly respond to netrin and slit cues (CHANG et al. 2006). 

In addition, VAB-1 directly interacts with and inhibits PTEN in PLM axon termination 

(BRISBIN et al. 2009). Here we have shown genetic evidence that PI3-kinase signaling 

contributes to amphid axon guidance and may function in a VAB-1 kinase-independent 
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manner. vab-1(kd) phenotypes are enhanced by loss of function in PI3K and suppressed 

by loss of function in DAF-18/PTEN. age-1 mutations enhance both vab-1(kd) and the 

vab-1 null mutant, indicating PI3K signals do not solely act in the VAB-1 pathway. 

Our results are overall consistent with the model that VAB-1 promotes PI3K 

signaling, either by inhibiting DAF-18 or promoting PI3K activity. Loss of function in 

the PI3K target DAF-16/FOXO also suppresses vab-1 guidance defects. Unexpectedly, 

loss of function in PIP3-regulated kinases such as AKT-1, SGK-1, or PDK-1 also 

suppressed vab-1(kd) defects. The downstream mechanisms of PI3K signal transduction 

in axon guidance may differ from those involved in dauer formation or aging. 

The role of ABL-1 in VAB-1 signaling 

We have shown that the Src family tyrosine kinase ABL-1 promotes amphid axon 

guidance, likely downstream of VAB-1 signaling. So far, C. elegans abl-1 has only been 

indirectly implicated in axon guidance (FOX et al. 2005); our results provide the first 

functional evidence for this. In mammalian neurons Abl has been shown to mediate 

EphA dependent axon repulsion (HARBOTT and NOBES 2005). The simplest of 

interpretation of our findings in C. elegans is that ABL-1 promotes attractive responses to 

guidance cues. ABL-1 appears to be required in a kinase-independent and EFN-1-

independent branch of VAB-1 signaling. ABL-1 might be activated by a non-ephrin 

ligand, or by a ligand-independent activity of VAB-1 as discussed above. In mammalian 

cells Abl can interact with Eph receptors in multiple ways. In breast cancers EphB4 can 

directly interact with Abl, dependent on ligand and kinase activity (NOREN et al. 2006). 

Eph receptors can also interact with Abl independent of Eph kinase activity (YU et al. 

2001). Although the ABL-1 SH2 domain did not interact with VAB-1 in two-hybrid 
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assays (MOHAMED et al. 2012), ABL-1 might interact with VAB-1 indirectly, or via one 

of the other modes described by Yu et al. Further work will be required to determine the 

mechanism by which ABL-1 might mediate VAB-1 signals. 

Our finding that PI3K and ABL-1 act as parallel outputs in VAB-1-mediated axon 

guidance (Fig 2.7A) is interesting in light of evidence that EphB2 signaling in intestinal 

stem cells also involves PI3K and Abl signals (GENANDER et al. 2009). EphB2 regulates 

cell positioning in a kinase-independent pathway via PI3K, and regulates cell 

proliferation via a kinase-dependent Abl pathway. Although our results are more 

compatible with ABL-1 functioning in a kinase-independent forward signaling pathway, 

these comparisons suggest Eph signaling operates via a small number of signaling 

cascades whose outputs are ultimately cell type specific. 

Eph signaling has unexpected left-right asymmetry in axon guidance 

It is now well established that amphid neurons display extensive left-right 

asymmetry in function and in structure. Such asymmetry can be stochastic, as in AWC 

receptor expression (TROEMEL et al. 1999), or biased, as in ASE receptor expression, 

sensory function, and axon diameter (BARGMANN and HORVITZ 1991; CHANG et al. 2003; 

GOLDSMITH et al. 2010; PIERCE-SHIMOMURA et al. 2001). Left-right asymmetry in axon 

outgrowth has been reported in AIY amphid interneurons (BERTRAND et al. 2011). Our 

findings are the first evidence that amphid neurons also display biased asymmetry in their 

axon guidance. 

vab-1 and efn mutants display a consistent and significant left-hand bias in 

defects. This bias has been seen in multiple neuron types and may extend to all amphid 

sensory neurons. The inability of the left-to-right fate transformation in lsy-6 mutants to 
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alter this bias is suggestive that the bias reflects one or more asymmetric signaling cues. 

Although these studies do not directly address the signaling environment at the time of 

axon guidance, they are consistent with ephrins playing asymmetric roles. As vab-1 null 

mutants also display asymmetry, one inference would be that other non-ephrin cues must 

also be asymmetric and that this is revealed in the absence of VAB-1. However no 

obvious asymmetry has been found in the expression or function of the two other main 

pathways in amphid axon guidance, netrin and SAX-3/Robo. 

Our results imply a differential reliance on kinase-dependent or kinase-

independent signaling on the left and right sides (Fig 2.7B). As over 90% of aberrantly 

guided axons in vab-1(kd) mutants are on the left, the kinase-dependent pathway seems to 

be most important in left side outgrowth. Loss of efn-2 improves left hand guidance of 

vab-1(kd), indicating EFN-2 is inhibitory in this context. However, in animals lacking 

EFN-1, loss of EFN-2 exacerbates left-hand guidance defects and improves right-hand 

defects. In the absence of EFN-1, EFN-2 may play a positive role in left-hand guidance. 

Axons in the amphid commissure may be guided by pioneer neurons 

A prime question in analyzing guidance of an axon bundle such as the amphid 

commissure is the extent to which axons are guided independently or by fasciculation 

with pioneer axons (LEE et al. 1997). The all-or-nothing nature of amphid commissure 

guidance defects has been previously noted (BULOW et al. 2002), and suggests amphid 

axons might follow single pioneer axons. Our analysis extends this picture in that ABL-1 

overexpression in a single neuron, AWB, is not only able to rescue guidance of that 

neuron cell autonomously, but also non-autonomously rescues guidance of other amphid 

neurons. It is possible that AWB is normally a pioneer axon whose guidance determines 
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the direction of the commissure. Alternatively, ABL-1 overexpression may sensitize or 

otherwise give a growth advantage to AWB such that it is able to assume a pioneer 

function that it does not normally have. An important future goal will be to examine the 

dynamics of amphid axon outgrowth in these genetic backgrounds. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Strains and culture conditions  

Worms were cultured on E. coli OP50 seeded NGM agar plates. Animals were 

grown and analyzed at room temperature (21-23°) with the exception of pdk-1(sa709) 

strains, which were analyzed at 22.5°, and age-1(hx546) and aap-1(m889), which were 

analyzed at 25°. The following mutants were used: LGI: unc-40(e1430); aap-1(m889); 

shc-1(ok198); src-1(cj293), src-2(ok819), vpr-1(tm1411), daf-16(mu86), goa-1(sa734) 

LGII: vab-1(ju8, e2027, ju307, ok1699, dx14, dx31, ju220, ju275, e858, e699, ju306, tn2, 

e118, zd118, e2, ju63, ju426, e116, ju22, e1063, qa2211), ephx-1(ok494), tag-

341(ok1498), age-1(hx546), shc-2(tm328), cog-1(sy275) LGIII: ina-1(gm144), mig-

10(ct41). LGIV: efn-1(e96, ju90), efn-2(ev658), arf-6(tm1447), daf-18(ok480), rga-

5(ok2241), jac-1(ok3000), ngn-1(ok2200) LGV: akt-1(ok525); lsy-6(ot71); fmi-1(tm306) 

LGX: efn-3(ev696), abl-1(ok171), sax-3(ky123), git-1(tm1962), gap-2(tm748), nck-

1(ok694), wrk-1(ok695), trk-1(tm3985, tm4054), akt-2(ok393, tm812), unc-6(ev400), sgk-

1(ok538, ft15), pdk-1(mg142, sa709). Published transgenes used: Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 

(TROEMEL et al. 1997); Pstr-3-GFP(kyIs128) (ZALLEN et al. 1999), Pgcy-5-

GFP(ntIs1)(ALTUN-GULTEKIN et al. 2001), Pgcy-7-GFP(otIs3) (CHANG et al. 2003), 
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Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17) (SATTERLEE et al. 2001), Pvab-1-Venus(evIs190) (IKEGAMI et al. 

2012). 

Scoring of amphid axon guidance and dendrite extension 

To visualize amphid neuron morphology we used dye filling (HEDGECOCK et al. 

1985). To visualize individual neurons we used transgenic markers labeling single 

amphid neuron types. We immobilized L4 stage hermaphrodites using 1% phenoxy-1-

propanol in M9 and scored the morphology of 100-200 neurons per genotype under 

compound microscopy. In the wild type essentially 100% of amphid axons extend 

ventrally in the commissure and then turn anteriorly into the nerve ring. We classified 

amphid axon guidance as Normal, Lateral, or Other. The “other” category was rare (<5%) 

and only used if no axon was visible. As far as possible we scored the initial guidance of 

the axon even if it changed direction subsequently; such changes in direction were rare. 

For screening, mutations were crossed into the vab-1(e118) kinase-dead background. To 

assess significance of differences in proportions we used the Fisher exact test or the chi-

squared test. 

Transgenic rescue of vab-1 and efn-1 phenotypes 

To assess rescue of the vab-1 phenotypes, transgenic lines containing vab-1 

genomic cosmid DNA (M03A1; pRF4 coinjection marker) (GEORGE et al. 1998), fosmid 

DNA (WRM0617bA10 in juEx2870) or the rescuing VAB-1::GFP minigene (pCZ55) 

(GEORGE et al. 1998) were generated. These lines were crossed into the vab-1(e2027); 

kyIs104 background and scored for rescue of guidance defects. Similarly, a transgene 

containing wild type efn-1 genomic DNA (pCZ126), as well as a rescuing GFP::EFN-1 
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fusion (pCZ131 in juIs52)(CHIN-SANG et al. 1999) were crossed into the efn-1(e96); 

kyIs104 mutant background. 

Tissue specific rescue experiments 

We amplified full length coding sequences and 3’UTRs from cDNA clones 

yk497d6 (VAB-1A), yk338g11 (EFN-1), yk708d1 (EFN-2), yk1482h02 (ABL-1A), and 

yk1500a12 (AAP-1) and cloned them into pCR8 to create Gateway entry clones 

pCZGY1146, pCZGY1145, pCZGY1148, pCZGY1835, and pCZGY1834. All entry 

clones were sequenced. We used the following tissue specific promoters: unc-33 and 

rgef-1 (ALTUN-GULTEKIN et al. 2001), unc-119 (MADURO and PILGRIM 1995), myo-2 

(FROKJAER-JENSEN et al. 2006), dyf-7 (HEIMAN and SHAHAM 2009), lin-26 (LABOUESSE 

et al. 1994), str-1 (TROEMEL et al. 1997), and hlh-17 (YOSHIMURA et al. 2008). After 

recombination with entry vectors containing the desired cDNA, final constructs were 

injected into wild type (N2) worms at 1 ng/µl together with 15 ng/µl sur-5-mCherry as a 

co-injection marker; see Appendix A for list of clones and transgenes. Each transgene 

was crossed into the relevant mutant background; at least two transgenes per construct 

were scored, and representative lines are reported. 

Expression Analysis 

To determine cellular expression patterns of VAB-1 and EFN-1, we examined 

animals expressing the rescuing transgenes juIs24 (VAB-1::GFP), juIs52 (EFN-1::GFP), 

and the vab-1 transcriptional reporters juEx101 and evIs190. To examine fixed animals 

we performed fixation and staining as described (Finney and Ruvkun, 1990). Fixed 

animals were incubated with rabbit anti-GFP polyclonal (A11122, Invitrogen, 1:1000 
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dilution) and mouse anti-AJM-1 monoclonal (MH27, 1:500) overnight at 4° and staining 

visualized with appropriate 2° antibodies. 
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Figure 2.1 Ventral guidance of amphid commissure axons is dependent on EFN-1-VAB-1 
signaling. (A) Quantitation of AWB guidance defects in Eph receptor mutants (C) Amphid axon 
guidance in vab-1 and efn-1 mutants; AWB (Pstr-1-GFP, green) and DiI staining (red). Confocal 
projections; anterior, left; Dorsal, up. Scale, 10µm. Arrows indicate axon extending from cell 
body. (D) Quantitation of AWB guidance defects in efn mutants and double mutants. (E) 
Quantitation of guidance defects in double mutants between each ligand and the vab-1(e118) 
kinase dead receptor strain, or doubles between each ligand and the receptor null vab-1(e2027). 
Statistics, Fisher exact test: *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 
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Figure 2.2 Expression and tissue-specific rescue of VAB-1 (A) Model for location of VAB-1 and 
ephrins in amphid axon guidance. (B) Pvab-1-Venus (evIs190) expression in putative amphid 
neurons in embryos. Anterior tip of the head indicated by asterisk. Scale, 10µm. (C) evIs190 
expression in ASI amphid neurons, dorsal view. (D) Tissue and cell specific rescue of vab-1 
guidance defects. All transgenic rescue assays were conducted in vab-1(e2027); kyIs104 mutant 
background. Asterisks indicate significant differences from vab-1 single mutant by Fisher exact 
test: *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P <0.001.  
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Figure 2.3 EFN-1 expression and tissue specific rescue (A) EFN-1::GFP (juIs52) expression in 
larvae and adults. EFN-1::GFP is expressed in a small number of anterior neurons, identified as 
AIM, AIY, and AVK. Scale, 10µm. (B) Tissue and cell specific rescue of efn-1 axon guidance 
defects, scored in the efn-1(e96); kyIs104 background. Asterisks indicate significant difference 
from efn-1 single mutant defects, by Fisher exact test.*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 
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Figure 2.4 Ephrin signaling has asymmetric requirements in amphid commissure guidance (A) 
Amphid outgrowth defects display left-hand bias; representative example from efn-1(e96). Scale, 
10 µm. (B) Quantitation of axon guidance defects in left versus right hand AWB, ASI or AFD 
axons in efn-1 or vab-1(e118) mutants. unc-40 and sax-3 display symmetric guidance defects in 
AWB. Red bars are left side axons and green bars right. (C) Transformation of ASEL into an 
ASER-like fate by lsy-6 does not alter the left-hand bias in guidance defects in vab-1(e2027) 
background. (D) Loss of efn-2 function increases asymmetry of efn-1 mutants but decreases 
penetrance and asymmetry in vab-1(kd). 
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Figure 2.5 Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase signaling promotes amphid axon guidance. (A) 
Enhancement of vab-1(kd) amphid axon guidance defects by reduction of function in PI3-kinase 
activity. age-1 and aap-1 were tested at 25°. Significance is relative to the single vab-1(kd) 
mutant (red dashed line). (B) Loss of function in daf-18/PTEN, daf-16/FOXO and in downstream 
PI3K signaling kinases suppresses vab-1(kd) guidance defects. Statistics, Fisher exact test: *, P < 
0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 
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Figure 2.6 ABL-1 signals in VAB-1-dependent amphid axon guidance (A) Quantification of 
amphid axon guidance defects in abl-1 mutants. (B) Synergism of guidance defects in the vab-
1(kd) abl-1 age-1 triple mutant indicates ABL-1 and PI3K act in parallel and are redundant with 
VAB-1 kinase signaling. (C) dyf-7 driven (pan-amphid) expression of ABL-1 rescues abl-1 
enhancement of vab-1(kd) guidance defects but not vab-1(0) defects.  str-1-driven AWB-specific 
expression of ABL-1 suppresses the vab-1(kd) abl-1(ok171) double mutant and the vab-1(kd) 
single mutant. (D) Rescue of guidance of multiple amphid axons by expression of ABL-1 in 
AWB. Images of vab-1(kd); abl-1; Pstr-1-ABL-1(juEx5059) kyIs104 transgenic animals with 
other amphid axons visualized by DiI staining. Guidance of AWB correlates with guidance of 
other amphid axons in non-rescued and rescued animals (N > 50 axons). Statistics, Fisher exact 
test: *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 
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Figure 2.7 Models of Eph signaling in amphid axon guidance (A) Possible relationships between 
EFN-1, VAB-1 and the PI3K and ABL-1 pathways in axon guidance. (B) Model for the left-right 
asymmetry. Amphid guidance on the left side of the animal is primarily mediated by a VAB-1 
kinase-dependent signaling pathway. In the presence of EFN-1, EFN-2 is inhibitory. In the 
absence of EFN-1, EFN-2 can promote signaling. The right side relies mostly on a kinase-
independent signaling mechanism that is inhibited by EFN-2. 
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Table 2.1 Candidate Genes in Kinase-Independent Eph Pathway 

  

Single 
Mutant 
Lateral 

Axon (%) 

Double vab-
1(kd) 

Mutant 
Lateral 

Axon (%) 

Compound vs 
vab-1(kd) (p-

value) 
Mammalian 
Homologs 

vab-1(e118) - 12% -   
Class I: 
Suppressors of 
vab-1(kd)       
pdk-1(sa709) 0% 2% **0.005, N=100 PDK 

akt-1(ok525) 0% 3% 
***0.0009, 

N=200 Akt/PKB 

sgk-1(ok538) 0% 3% **0.002, N=160 

SGK/serum-and 
glucocorticoid-
inducible kinase 

daf-16(mu86) 0% 3% **0.003, N=200 FOXO 
efn-3(ev696) 0% 3% **0.008, N=134 ephrin-A ligands 
efn-2(ev658) 0% 4% **0.006, N=268 ephrin-A ligands 
egl-
19(ad695gf) 0% 4% *0.024, N=164 VGCC a subunit 
daf-18(ok480) 0% 4% *0.036, N=100 PTEN 
       
Class II: 
Specific 
Enhancers of 
vab-1(kd)      

efn-1(e96) 26% 33% 
***0.0001, 

N=122 ephrin-A ligands 

abl-1(ok171) 
@ 25C 0% 32% **0.002, N=100 

Abl/Abelson 
kinase 

abl-1(ok171) 1% 22% **0.008, N=100 
Abl/Abelson 
kinase 

aap-1(m889) 
@25C 0% 28% *0.041, N=50 PI3K p50/p55 
age-1(hx546) 
@25C 0% 23% *0.038, N=130 PI3K p110 
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Table 2.1 continued 

  

Single 
Mutant 
Lateral 
Axon 

Phenotype 
(%) 

Double vab-
1(kd) 

Mutant 
Lateral 
Axon 

Phenotype 
(%) 

Compound vs 
vab-1(kd) (p-

value) 
Mammalian 
Homologs 

Class III: 
Non-specific 
enhancers of 
vab-1(kd)      

ngn-1(ok2200) 32% 50% 
***0.0001, 

N=100 Neurogenin 
mig-10(ct41) 2% 22% *0.05, N=200 Lamellipodin 
       
Class IV: No 
significant 
change      

ina-1(gm144) 3% 11% 0.825, N=100 
alpha integrin 
subunit 

git-1(tm1962) 0% 8% 0.355, N=100 GIT1 
arf-6(tm1447) 0% 11% 0.825, N=100 ARF6 

nck-1(ok694) 0% 14% 0.834, N=100 
NCK adapter 
protein 

shc-1(ok198) 0% 8% 0.347, N=100 Shc proteins  
shc-2(tm328) 1% - - Shc proteins 

ephx-1(ok494) 0% 15% 0.683, N=100 Ephexin 

rga-5(ok2241) 0% 12% 1.0, N=100 
Rho GTPase 
Activating protein 

gap-2(tm748) 0% - - nGAP/synGAP 

vpr-1(tm1411) 0% - - VAPB 

wrk-1(ok695) 0% 9% 0.490, N=100 
Wrapper/Rega-
1/Klingon 

trk-1(tm3895) 0% 14% 0.822, N=72 
TRK neurotrophin 
receptor 

trk-1(tm4054) 0% 6% 0.139; N=100 
TRK neurotrophin 
receptor 
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Table 2.1 continued 

  

Single 
Mutant 
Lateral 
Axon 

Phenotype 
(%) 

Double vab-
1(kd) 

Mutant 
Lateral 
Axon 

Phenotype 
(%) 

Compound vs 
vab-1(kd) (p-

value) 
Mammalian 
Homologs 

src-1(cj293) 0% - - 
Src family kinase 
member 

src-2(ok819) 0% 12% 1.0, N=50 
Src family kinase 
member 

egl-
19(n2368cs) 4% 6% 0.138, N=100 VGCC a subunit 
jac-1(ok3000) 0% 5% 0.125, N=100 p120 catenin 
tag-
341(ok1498) 1% 5% 0.056, N=200 

F-BAR and 
RhoGAP domains 

akt-2(ok393) 0% 14% 0.836, N=100 Akt/PKB 

akt-2(tm812) 0% 18% 0.326, N=100 Akt/PKB 

lsy-6(ot71) 0% 19% 0.248, N=100 N/A 

cog-1(sy275)* 5% - - 

Nkx6 
homeodomain 
protein 

wsp-1(gm324) 0% 10% 0.652, N=100 N-WASP 

goa-1(sa734) 1% sterile - 

heterotrimeric G 
protein alpha 
subunit Go (Go/Gi 
class) 

fmi-1(tm306) 7% - - Celsr/Flamingo 

efn-4(bx80) 3% - - ephrin-A ligands 
kdin-1(ok750) 0% - - ARMS 
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III. Suppression of Eph signaling guidance defects and 

enhancement of dendrite defects by elevated function of a 

voltage-gated calcium channel 

Abstract 

Developing neurons are highly reliant on calcium signaling to regulate cell 

differentiation, rate of outgrowth, and function. We find that overactivation of an L-type 

voltage gated calcium channel is able to suppress ephrin and netrin guidance defects. 

Unexpectedly, we also observe a significant increase in sensory dendrite detachment 

defects in ephrin signaling mutants, suggesting a previously uncharacterized relationship 

between VAB-1 and EGL-19 mediated calcium signaling during dendrite attachment and 

outgrowth. 

Introduction 

In C. elegans, EGL-19, UNC-2, and UNC-36 are homologs of known vertebrate 

VGCC components. egl-19 encodes the α1 subunit of an L-type voltage-gated calcium 

channel which is expressed both in neurons and pharyngeal and body wall muscle. Gain-

of-function mutations in egl-19 cause prolonged muscle action potentials and 

contractions (LEE et al. 1997). Complete loss of egl-19 function causes embryonic 

lethality reflecting the requirement for muscle function in embryonic elongation, but 

partial loss of function in this channel subunit leads to reduced egg laying, locomotion 

defects and reduction in pharyngeal pumping (LEE et al. 1997). unc-2 encodes an α1
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subunit of a non-L-type voltage-gated calcium channel similar to the human P/Q type 

responsible for neurotransmitter release (ESTEVEZ et al. 2004; SCHAFER and KENYON 

1995). In contrast to egl-19, reduction of unc-2 function leads to an locomoter defects and 

an egg-laying constitutive phenotype (SCHAFER and KENYON 1995). The last channel 

subunit, unc-36, encodes the main neuronal α2/δ subunit in C. elegans (SCHAFER et al. 

1996).  

Expression of UNC-2, UNC-36, and EGL-19 have all been detected in 

mechanosensory neurons and mutations in these genes affect cell body migration of 

AVM and ALM (FROKJAER-JENSEN et al. 2006; KINDT et al. 2002; TAM et al. 2000). 

Although UNC-2 is required in touch neurons for proper AVM and ALM cell migration, 

axon guidance of AVM in these mutants was unaffected. This suggests that UNC-2 

specifically directs cell body migration rather than axon outgrowth (KINDT et al. 2002). 

In contrast, mutations in egl-19 affected both the migration and axon outgrowth of the 

AVM (TAM et al. 2000). Similarly, in unc-36 mutants, ALM and AVM cell bodies are 

misplaced and axon guidance defects were noted in ALM (FROKJAER-JENSEN et al. 

2006). It is not known if calcium regulation by these channels may be important in 

amphid axon guidance. 

 

Results 

Gain of function in a voltage-gated calcium channel suppresses axon guidance 

defects and enhances dendrite extension defects 
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In Drosophila, calcium influx during presynaptic neurotransmitter release is 

modified by Eph receptors signaling through Ephexin and Cdc42 (FRANK et al. 2009). In 

C. elegans, mutations causing altered neuronal activity, including a gain-of-function 

mutation in the L-type voltage gated calcium channel (VGCC) α1 subunit egl-19, cause 

amphid neurons to extend ectopic axonal branches during larval development (PECKOL et 

al. 1999). However EGL-19 or neuronal activity have not so far been implicated in 

amphid axon outgrowth during embryogenesis. 

 To address whether Eph signals genetically interact with VGCC in amphid 

guidance, we examined the effects of an EGL-19 activating mutation egl-19(ad695) 

(AVERY 1993) on the guidance defects in vab-1 mutants. We found that egl-19(ad695)  

caused significant suppression of amphid guidance defects in vab-1(kd) and vab-1(0) 

mutants. egl-19(gf) also suppressed guidance defects in unc-6/netrin mutants but not in 

sax-3/Robo mutants (Fig 3.1A). Assuming the effects of egl-19(gf) are mediated by 

increased intracellular calcium in neurons, these results suggest amphid guidance in part 

is promoted by calcium signals. Complete loss of function in egl-19 results in embryonic 

lethality, precluding a clear test of its requirement in amphid guidance; partial loss of 

function in egl-19 resulted in no defects in the single mutant, and no enhancement in the 

vab-1(kd) background (Fig 3.1B). Loss of function in other calcium channel subunits 

such as the α2/δ subunit unc-36 and α1 subunit unc-2 had no effect on amphid axon 

guidance as single mutants or double mutants with vab-1(kd) (Fig 3.1B).  Therefore, 

activity of EGL-19-containing voltage gated calcium channels may specifically promote 

amphid axon guidance. 

 Although egl-19(gf) mutations suppressed vab-1 axon guidance defects, we 
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noticed that they exacerbated vab-1 defects in amphid dendrite development. Defects in 

the initial attachment of the amphid dendrite tip result in shortened dendrites that are 

unattached to the anterior, the dendrite extension (Dex) phenotype (HEIMAN and SHAHAM 

2009). vab-1(kd) and vab-1(0) mutants display an impenetrant dendrite extension (Dex) 

defect (Fig 3.2A). The penetrance of the Dex phenotype was similar in L1 and L4 

animals, indicating that the dendrite attachment defects arise in embryos and are not a 

result of fragility in larval growth. In egl-19(gf) double mutants with vab-1(kd) or vab-

1(0), and to a lesser extent with vab-1(e2) and vab-1(zd118), we observed a significant 

increase in Dex phenotypes to around 20% (Fig 3.2B). However, egl-19(gf); unc-6 and 

egl-19(gf); sax-3 double mutants did not display enhanced Dex phenotypes, suggesting 

the specific combination of reduced VAB-1 signaling and elevated calcium impairs 

dendrite attachment (Fig 3.2B). Dye filling with DiI indicates that the vab-1(kd) Dex 

phenotype generally involves the entire left or right side amphid dendrite bundle (Fig 

3.2C). The lengths of dendrites in the vab-1 egl-19(gf) double mutants followed a bi-

modal distribution, similar to lengths reported in dex-1 and dyf-7 mutants (HEIMAN and 

SHAHAM 2009). This result suggests defects occur during an early attachement process, 

while subsequent steps continue normally if this first failure does not occur. 

 To address whether the improved axon guidance is a response to loss of dendrite 

attachment we scored guidance and Dex defects in a vab-1(0); egl-19(gf) animal and 

found no significant correlation (χ2 = 1.14; p<0.28). These results suggest the role of 

VAB-1 in dendrite attachment is independent of its function in axon guidance. 
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Discussion 

In Drosophila, Eph receptors signal through Ephexin and Cdc42 to create a 

calcium influx through CaV2.1 channels that alters presynaptic neurotransmitter release 

(FRANK et al. 2009).  We find that egl-19 mediated upregulation of calcium is able to 

suppress guidance defects in both the kinase dead version of the Eph receptor and the 

null, while partial loss of function results in [testing currently].  The ability of egl-

19(ad695) to suppress unc-6 defects indicates that increased calcium flow acts in a non 

Eph specific manner and improves guidance overall. It is possible that calcium regulation 

is a convergence point between only the Eph and netrin parallel guidance pathways since 

no suppression of defects was noted in the sax-3; egl-19(gf) mutant. We observed an 

increase in dendrite extension (Dex) defects specifically in compound mutants between 

egl-19(gf) and ephrin signaling mutants. Although increased neuronal activity has been 

shown to cause outgrowth defects during later amphid development (PECKOL et al. 1999), 

these results might suggest a previously unreported role for VAB-1 and EGL-19 during 

dendrite attachment or outgrowth.   

 

Materials and Methods 

Strains and culture conditions 

Worms were cultured on E. coli OP50 seeded NGM agar plates. Animals were 

grown and analyzed at room temperature (21-23°C). The following mutants were used: 

LGII: vab-1(e118, e2027, e2, zd118) LGIII: unc-36(e251). LGIV: egl-19(ad695, 

n2368cs, ad1006) LGX: sax-3(ky123), unc-6(ev400), unc-2(e55). Published transgenes 
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used: Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) (TROEMEL et al. 1997); Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17) (SATTERLEE et 

al. 2001). 

Scoring of amphid axon guidance and dendrite extension 

 To visualize the overall structure of the amphids, we used DiI and DiO staining to 

label ASI, ADL, ASK, AWB, ASH, and ASJ neurons.  A DiI or DiO stock solution of 

2mg/ml was diluted 1:200 in M9 to a final concentration of 10ng/µl. Mixed stages of 

worms were incubated in this solution for 4 hours, rotating, at room temperature.  Worms 

were given a quick wash with M9, then allowed to destain on OP50 seeded plates for 2 

hours.  Images were taken on Zeiss 510 LSM confocal using the 543 nm laser.   

  To visualize the morphology of individual neurons we used transgenic markers 

specific to single amphid neuron types. We immobilized L4 stage hermaphrodites using 

1% phenoxy-1-propanol in M9 and scored the morphology of 100-200 neurons per 

genotype under compound microscopy.  In the wild type essentially 100% of amphid 

axons extend ventrally in the amphid commissure and then turn anteriorly into the nerve 

ring. We classified amphid axon guidance as Normal, Lateral, or Other. The “other” 

category was rare and only used if no axon was visible extending out of the cell body.  

No strain displayed more than 5% “other” defects. As far as possible the initial guidance 

decision of the axon was scored, even if it subsequently changed direction. For example, 

if outgrowth started normally and extended ventrally, but then changed direction halfway 

to the ventral nerve cord this would be classified as “normal”. This change in direction 

was also rare. For the candidate gene screen, mutations were crossed into the vab-1(e118) 

kinase-dead allele. To assess the significance of differences in proportions we used 

Fisher’s exact test or the chi-squared test. 
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 To score dendrite extension defects (Dex), compound microscopy was used to 

record the length of shortened dendrites as a percentage of the total length from cell body 

to nose tip, as well as whether the defect occurred on the right or left hand side in each 

strain scored. Due to slight natural variation in dendrite lengths, a Dex defect was 

counted when dendrite length was shorter than 95% of the distance from the amphid cell 

body to the nose of the worm. 
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Figure 3.1 Voltage Gated Calcium Channel EGL-19 suppresses Eph guidance defects (A) egl-
19(ad695) suppresses guidance defects in Eph and netrin signaling mutants. (B) Other calcium 
channel mutants do not show similar effects in compound mutants. unc-2(e55) guidance was 
examined in AFD neurons using Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17).  
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Figure 3.2 Dendrite defects in Eph double mutants with egl-19(gf) (A) Confocal images of wild 
type AWB dendrites and vab-1(kd), egl-19(ad695); kyIs104 dendrites. Phenotypes observed 
include wild-type extension, right shortened, and both right and left shortened (as shown). (B) 
Only ephrin signaling mutants show a significant increase in Dex defects when combined with 
egl-19(ad695). (C) DiI staining in wild type (Pstr-1-GFP) and vab-1(kd); egl-19(gf); kyIs104 
mutants. Arrows show end of AWB dendrites. Complete failure to dye fill with DiI indicates all 
amphid dendrites are defective, suggesting total amphid bundle detachment. 
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IV. The role of TRK-1 in C. elegans axon guidance 

Abstract 

We investigated the role of trk-1, a C. elegans neurotrophin receptor type B 

homolog, in two axonal outgrowth decisions. We first showed that trk-1 is a true 

homolog of vertebrate TrkB receptors through analysis of the domains encoded in TRK-1 

cDNA. Next, we examined expression of trk-1 in a transcriptional reporter and observed 

widespread nervous system expression. This included expression in the nerve ring, 

ventral nerve cord, and tail neurons. Finally, utilizing both RNAi and genetic mutants, we 

demonstrated that TRK-1 seems to be required for proper PLM extension, but not for 

amphid commissure ventral guidance.  

 

Introduction 

Many developmental processes show a requirement for ephrin reverse signaling; 

specifically, signaling through ephrin-A type ligands. These include ephrin-A mediated 

repulsion in retinal ganglion cells (LIM et al. 2008), pathfinding of vomeronasal axons 

(KNOLL et al. 2001), and topographic mapping of the axons of olfactory neurons 

(CUTFORTH et al. 2003). ephin-A ligands are linked to the cell membrane only by a GPI 

linker and have no transmembrane domain. Therefore an outstanding question in the field 

remains how signals are propagated into the ephrin-A containing cell. A co-receptor has 

been found to be required, and three vertebrate receptors, p75, TrkB, and Ret have been 

demonstrated to play a role in reverse ephrin-A signaling (BONANOMI et al. 2012; LIM et 

al. 2008; MARLER et al. 2008). Although there are no homologs for p75 or Ret in C.
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 elegans, we were able to find a neurotrophin-like receptor protein, TRK-1. trk-1 encodes 

a receptor tyrosine kinase that is most closely related to the vertebrate neurotrophin 

receptors (MANNING 2005). Very little is known about neurotrophins in C. elegans, and 

prior to the Manning publication they were not thought to be present in C. elegans. 

Although TRK-1 seems to encode a neurotrophin receptor, a C. elegans ligand has not 

been identified. We first verified the predicted protein structure of TRK-1 and examined 

RNAi knockdown as well as genetic mutants to determine their effect on axon guidance 

in C. elegans. 

  

Results 

The trk-1 gene in C. elegans encodes a protein with sequence similarity to Trk 

receptors.  To verify that trk-1 is a homolog of vertebrate Trk receptors we sequenced 

two cDNA clones, yk1037d04 and yk1180e02, to confirm the published sequence. We 

were able to verify the sequence of the A isoform with these cDNA clones, but not the 

longer B isoform. When we compared the published (Wormbase) sequence to the cDNA 

clones, we found that the C-terminal end of the protein was annotated incorrectly on 

Wormbase and shortened the predicted protein sequence by seven amino acids. 

Additionally, using our corrected sequence, the last eleven amino acids of the protein are 

modified (Fig 4.1A). We next utilized NCBI BLAST to locate recognizable conserved 

protein domains. We were surprised to find that the ‘A’ isoform of the protein lacks 136 

amin acids in the kinase domain that are present in the annotated ‘B’ isoform. However, 

in vertebrates several truncated isoforms of TrkB and TrkC that lack the tyrosine kinase 
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domain have been identified. These are thought to occur as a result of differential splicing 

(HUANG and REICHARDT 2003). Using the longer ‘B’ protein sequence, we find that the 

kinase domain shares 40% homology with the human TrkB kinase domain (Fig 4.1B). 

TRK-1 also has a Leucine Rich Repeat C-terminal Domain in its extracellular domain, 

which is characteristic of all Trk receptors. We were generously given a deletion mutant 

by S. Mitani, tm3985, which deletes most of exon 8 and 9 of the primary sequence, and 

we concluded that this mutation most likely truncates the protein between the kinase and 

transmembrane domain (Fig 4.1A). This theoretically should render the protein unable to 

propagate a reverse signal if it is acting in an adaptor capacity.  

We next examined expression of trk-1 by constructing a GFP transcriptional 

fusion utilizing 2 kb of genomic promoter sequence. We found that trk-1::GFP was 

expressed widely in the nervous system, including the nerve ring, ventral nerve cord, and 

tail neurons (Fig 4.2A). The widespread expression led us to question the potential role of 

TRK-1 in ephrin signaling, and we chose to examine two axon guidance decisions known 

to rely on VAB-1 signaling. First, we examined PLM extension using RNAi against trk-

1. Both RNAi treatments resulted in worms that were sickly in appearance and had PLM 

extension defects. In wildtype worms, the PLM normally extends anteriorly past the 

PVM but stops short of the ALM cell body. We found that the RNAi treated worms had 

PLM axons that would aberrantly extend past the ALM cell body (Fig 4.3A). Next, we 

utilized tm3985 to determine if TRK-1 has a role mediating ventral guidance in the 

amphid neurons. We observed no defects in the single mutant, and no enhancement was 

observed in a kinase dead background (Fig 4.3B). We also examined guidance in tm4054 
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mutants, but upon genotyping our strain seemed to have a deletion duplication and 

therefore was not included in the amphid guidance data.  

 

Discussion 

Although it seems like trk-1 has some sort of role in PLM extension, it does not 

appear to play a role in amphid ventral guidance. The phenotype we observed in PLM 

axons mirrors those seen in vab-1 mutants, so it would be interesting to follow up on any 

genetic relationship that exists between vab-1 and trk-1 in the mechanosensory neurons. 

In contrast to the sickly appearance of the RNAi treated worms, our tm3985 genetic 

mutants were phenotypically wild type.  This is most likely due to the genetically 

sensitized background of the RNAi treated worms. These worms (mec-4-GFP(zdIs5); 

nre-1(hd20) lin-15b(hd126)) are genetically sensitized to RNAi in the nervous system, 

but they also display brood size reduction and sterility at temperatures above 20°C 

(SCHMITZ et al. 2007). We’ve shown in this manuscript that ephrin signaling seems to be 

highly context specific, so it is possible that TRK-1 regulates PLM extension but not 

other axonal outgrowth decisions such as amphid commissure guidance.   
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Materials and Methods 

Strains and culture conditions 

Worms were cultured on E. coli OP50 seeded NGM agar plates. Animals were 

grown and analyzed at room temperature (21-23°C). The following mutants were used: 

LGII: vab-1(e118) LGX: trk-1(tm3985, tm4054). 

RNAi experiments 

Two RNAi clones were used, 4D17 and 4D21. L4440 vector alone was used as a 

negative control, and experiments were conducted in CZ8693 (mec-4-GFP(zdIs5); nre-

1(hd20) lin-15b(hd126)) worms. 

Trk-1 expression experiments 

2 kb of upstream trk-1 promoter was used to drive GFP expression in construct 

used. 30ng/ul of Ptrk-1-GFP was injected into N2 worms. Multiple lines were examined, 

representative line juEx2917 is shown. 

Scoring of amphid axon guidance  

To visualize the morphology of individual neurons we used transgenic markers 

specific to single amphid neuron types. We immobilized L4 stage hermaphrodites using 

1% phenoxy-1-propanol in M9 and scored the morphology of 100-200 neurons per 

genotype under compound microscopy.  In the wild type essentially 100% of amphid 

axons extend ventrally in the amphid commissure and then turn anteriorly into the nerve 

ring. We classified amphid axon guidance as Normal, Lateral, or Other. The “other” 

category was rare and only used if no axon was visible extending out of the cell body.  
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No strain displayed more than 5% “other” defects. As far as possible the initial guidance 

decision of the axon was scored, even if it subsequently changed direction. For example, 

if outgrowth started normally and extended ventrally, but then changed direction halfway 

to the ventral nerve cord this would be classified as “normal”.  
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Figure 4.1 TRK-1 is the C. elegans homolog of vertebrate TrkB receptors (A) TRK-1 protein 
with conserved domains highlighted. SS=signal sequence (M1-T20), LRR=Leucine rich repeat, 
IG=immunoglobin domain, TM=transmembrane domain (I381-L399). Kinase domain from E471 
to D597 in isoform A. (B) Alignment with human TrkB kinase domain, 40% homology. Green 
residues on C-terminal end of protein sequence corrected after cDNA clone sequencing. 
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Figure 4.2 Ptrk-1-GFP expression is observed pan-neuronally in juEx2917 worms (A). Strong 
expression can be detected in nerve ring, ventral nerve cord, and tail neurons. 
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Figure 4.3 TRK-1 may have a role in regulation of PLM outgrowth, but does not seem to 
function in amphid axon guidance (A) ALM cell body placement and PLM extension in control 
(L4440) RNAi treated worms and two trk-1 RNAi (4D17 and 4D21) treated worms. Red arrow 
points to end of PLM extension. PLM can be seen to extend anteriorly to ALM cell body in RNAi 
treated worms. (B) AWB guidance was scored in tm3985 and e118; tm3985 mutants. No 
enhancement over vab-1(kd) defects were observed. 
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V. Discussion 

Homologs of all the major guidance molecules and their receptors are encoded in 

the C. elegans genome, including netrin (ISHII et al. 1992; SERAFINI et al. 1994), slit 

(HAO et al. 2001), wnt (SHACKLEFORD et al. 1993), delta (TAX et al. 1994), ephrins 

(CHIN-SANG et al. 1999; CHIN-SANG et al. 2002; WANG et al. 1999), and semaphorins 

(ROY et al. 2000). Conservation of these molecules and signaling pathways allows us to 

study complex axon guidance signaling in a simpler organism, but still apply this 

knowledge to axon guidance in higher organisms. Using the amphid sensory neurons of 

C. elegans as a model, we have characterized an Eph kinase-independent forward 

signaling pathway required for axon guidance. Our work has uncovered novel roles in C. 

elegans for ABL-1, a non-receptor tyrosine kinase, as well as an unanticipated outgrowth 

asymmetry.   

 

Role of Ephrin Ligands During Axon Guidance 

In opposition to the roles they play in epidermal morphogenesis, EFN-2 and EFN-

3 do not signal in a redundant fashion with EFN-1 to mediate amphid ventral guidance.  

Surprisingly, we found that EFN-2 and EFN-3 inhibit Eph kinase-independent signaling 

and are not required for amphid guidance. So why is there this difference in redundancy 

of ephrins between morphological development and axon guidance?  One possible 

explanation is that axon guidance requires a more complex signaling relationship than 

ventral neuroblast migration and therefore the ephrins function in a more nuanced way as 

opposed to the redundant adhesive properties of neuroblast migration.
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Kinase-independent Forward Signaling	  

We have demonstrated that ephrin signaling in amphid axon guidance signals 

primarily via a kinase-independent pathway for proper guidance. Based on the location of 

the components, the mechanism would fall into the “forward” classification since the Eph 

receptor is present on the amphid neuron, and therefore the signal is transduced through 

the receptor into the amphid cell. There are a number of processes in C. elegans that also 

require kinase-independent signaling by VAB-1, including neuroblast migration (GEORGE 

et al. 1998), PLM extension (MOHAMED and CHIN-SANG 2006), and gonadal sheath cell 

contraction (MILLER et al. 2003). However, we have contributed to the knowledge of the 

in vivo mechanism of this pathway.  

 

ABL-1 has a Guidance Role in C. elegans 

During axon guidance, we found that VAB-1 signals through a kinase-

independent pathway that involves ABL-1. We believe this is the first evidence for a 

genetic interaction between an Eph receptor and Abl outside of cell culture, as well as the 

first evidence in C. elegans of a guidance role for abl-1. The mechanism of this 

interaction between abl-1 and vab-1 is still unclear, but it has been demonstrated using 

yeast-two-hybrid experiments that Abl is capable of binding to EphB2 through its C-

terminal tail in an EphR kinase-independent manner (YU et al. 2001). We hypothesize 

that this mechanism could also be utilized during amphid guidance in C. elegans. The 

preferred binding site of the Abl SH2 domain (YXXP) (SONGYANG et al. 1993) is present 
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in both the kinase as well as the juxtamembrane domain of VAB-1, but it is unlikely this 

mechanism is utilized during amphid axon guidance because Eph kinase activity was also 

found to be required for Abl SH2 binding (YU et al. 2001). Recently, it was reported that 

the SH2 of ABL-1 and the kinase domain of VAB-1 do not interact (MOHAMED et al. 

2012), but only one out of three possible ABL-1 SH2 binding sites in VAB-1 are present 

in this region. This could account for the lack of interaction observed.  

 

Is VAB-1 Signaling Attractive or Repulsive? 

Although there are many examples of ephrin signaling acting as a repulsive force 

(KLEIN 2012), there are also examples in which ephrin signaling is attractive (HOLMBERG 

and FRISEN 2002). For example, ephrinA5 and EphA7 are required for proper neural tube 

fusion during mouse embryogenesis (HOLMBERG et al. 2000), and EphB2 and 

EphB3/Sek4 are required for proper palatal shelf fusion (ORIOLI et al. 1996). In addition 

to regulating cellular adhesion, there are also examples of attractive Eph signaling during 

axon outgrowth. For the topographic targeting of vomeronasal axons, neurons with high 

expression of ephrin-A5 project to regions with high EphA6 expression, consistent with 

Eph signaling acting as an attractive force (KNOLL et al. 2001).  

Interestingly, Abl also plays a role in both neuron outgrowth and retraction. 

Activated Abl promotes neurite outgrowth through its interaction with Cables 

(ZUKERBERG et al. 2000), whereas it promotes growth cone collapse downstream of Eph 

signaling (HARBOTT and NOBES 2005). This leads to the question of whether ephrin 

signaling during amphid outgrowth is attractive or repulsive. We believe that signaling in 
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this context is attractive due to the fact that unc-6/unc-40, sax-3, and vab-1 mutants all 

give rise to similar lateral outgrowth guidance defects. This hypothesis then implies that 

ephrin ligands should be expressed along the ventral path of amphid. The opposing 

hypothesis would be that ephrin ligands act to repulse the growing axon from a lateral 

path.  However if this were the case, we would expect the axons in a netrin mutant to be 

repulsed from taking a lateral path by the ephrins and therefore display no lateral 

guidance defects. Based on the observation that netrin mutants still display lateral defects, 

this suggests that ephrin signaling is attractive and EFN-1 is expressed along the path of 

amphid outgrowth.  

 

Is Asymmetry in the Nervous System Beneficial? 

Although there are many examples of asymmetry in the C. elegans nervous 

system, the mechanism of how this asymmetry occurs differs (BERTRAND et al. 2011; 

CHANG et al. 2003; TROEMEL et al. 1999). So why would nervous system benefit from 

being asymmetric? It is possible that neural asymmetry allows organisms, C. elegans in 

this case, to use the number of neurons it has most efficiently. For example, instead of 

detecting twelve hypothetical different cues (one for each pair of sensory neurons), 

having asymmetric expression of sensory receptors can increase detection up to twenty-

four. This hypothesis is supported by evidence of chemosensory defects in a mutant that 

aberrantly expresses str-2 in both AWC neurons instead of one (WES and BARGMANN 

2001). In this work, we demonstrated that amphid neurons display an asymmetric 

guidance outgrowth defect implying a differing reliance on either kinase-dependent or –
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independent Eph signaling. Perhaps by a similar logic, relying on different mechanisms 

to steer neurons to the correct target acts as a prevention of a mutation in the pathway 

from affecting all of the neurons. For example, if the kinase activity of the receptor is 

disrupted, this primarily affects neurons on the left, leaving guidance on the right 

unaffected for the most part. 

 

Phosphatidylinositol-3-Kinase Signaling During Axon Guidance 

The enhancement of defects observed in the age-1 vab-1(0) mutant can be 

interpreted a number of ways. First, this result could imply that age-1, and therefore PI3K 

signaling, signals completely in parallel to the Eph receptor. Since amphid guidance is 

guided by UNC-6/UNC-40, SAX-3, and VAB-1, we cannot rule out the hypothesis that 

PI3K signaling lies downstream of either UNC-40 or SAX-3. It has been shown that 

PI3K functions downstream of both netrin and slit in AVM neuron guidance (CHANG et 

al. 2006). However, we do believe that PI3K signals at least partially downstream of 

VAB-1 based on the evidence that VAB-1 physically interacts with and inhibits DAF-18 

(BRISBIN et al. 2009). DAF-18/PTEN is a phosphatase responsible for inhibiting the PI3K 

signaling pathway. DAF-18 was identified as binding partner of VAB-1 in a yeast-two-

hybrid screen. The C-terminal region of DAF-18 was shown to bind to the kinase domain 

of VAB-1, even in a kinase dead form of the receptor (BRISBIN et al. 2009). This 

evidence coupled with the suppression of defects observed in our vab-1(kd); daf-18 

mutant implies that VAB-1 is directly interacting with DAF-18 during amphid guidance, 

and therefore is responsible in part for regulation of PI3K signaling.  
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Another observation of interest, we found that PI3K signaling in axon guidance 

seems to follow a non-canonical pathway that does not agree with signaling implicated in 

C. elegans longevity. We find that PI3K signaling acts to promote ventral guidance, but 

that downstream genes such as AKT-1, SGK-1, and PDK-1 that are normally activated 

by products of PI3K signaling act as inhibitors to ventral guidance. To elucidate the 

relationship between the components, construction of genetic mutants such as vab-1(kd), 

age-1, akt-1 should be done to better establish the genetic relationship between the 

components.  

 

Is AWB A Pioneer Neuron?   

We found that expressing ABL-1 exclusively in the AWB neurons could rescue 

the rest of the amphid neurons in the commissure. The mechanism of this non-cell 

autonomous rescue is unclear at this point, but we propose the following hypothetical 

models. First, AWB could be a pioneer axon, which the rest of the neurons in the amphid 

commissure follow. By rescuing AWB, this allows the rest of the amphid to guide 

correctly. Alternatively, expression of ABL-1 in AWB could endow this neuron with 

pioneer like cell identity. Additional experiments such as expression of ABL-1 under a 

different specific amphid pair promoter (str-3, gcy-8, etc.) should be done to determine if 

expression from another pair is able to rescue the entire amphid. If rescue is noted when 

expressed from a different neuron pair, this suggests that expression of ABL-1 is 

sufficient to cause those neurons to assume pioneer roles.  
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The Role of Calcium During Amphid Development 

When a gain-of-function in the EGL-19 L-type voltage gated calcium channel is 

combined with ephrin signaling mutants, we find that although guidance defects are 

suppressed, dendrite detachment increases significantly. It has been demonstrated that 

growth cones producing a high frequency of calcium transients migrate slowly or retract, 

whereas growth cones generating a low frequency of calcium transients migrate rapidly 

(cite). It is possible that dendrite detachments during C. elegans embryogenesis could be 

occurring as a result of the increased calcium causing a reduction in dendrite extension. 

The amphid cell body will migrate posteriorly at a normal rate, but the reduction in 

dendrite growth could leads to stress on the attachment structure at the nose and 

detachment. Since these detachments are only seen in ephrin signaling mutants, this 

suggests that any calicum-mediated reduction of growth rate in dendrites might be 

dependent on UNC-6 and SAX-3.  

 

Future Directions 

 Although we observed VAB-1 and EFN-1 expression during larval stages, it is 

still important to confirm their cellular localization during embryogenesis when axon 

outgrowth occurs. Attempts to fix and stain embryos using antibodies against GFP were 

not successful at detecting either EFN-1::GFP or VAB-1::GFP at a single cell resolution 

during embryogenesis. A co-localization marker that is expressed early, such as dyf-7, 

should be used to determine which component is expressed on the developing amphid 
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neurons. Additionally, determining expression of ABL-1 should be done to confirm its 

role downstream of VAB-1. Biochemical binding assays to determine if ABL-1 binds 

VAB-1 directly, and more specifically, which domains are necessary for their interaction 

are also suggested as a follow-up experiment. Lastly, to address the left/right guidance 

asymmetry noted in the amphid neurons, additional genes known to cause asymmetries in 

the C. elegans nervous system should be tested to assay their effect on amphid guidance. 

These include gpa-16, nsy-4, and mir-273.          
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Appendix A. Transgenic C. elegans strains and plasmids 

Table A.1 Transgenic Rescuing Arrays and Strains 
	  

Transgene DNA constructs Genotype Strain # 
juEx16 VAB-1(+) cosmid (M03A1) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ11816 

juEx2870 
VAB-1(+) fosmid 
(WRM0617bA10) (100ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ14390 

juEx3839 
VAB-1(+) minigene (pCZ55) 
(1ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ14800 

juEx3529 
Punc-33-VAB-1 (vab-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1859) (1ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ14078 

juEx3470 
Prgef-1-VAB-1 (vab-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1847) (1 ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ14082 

juEx3836 
Pmyo-2-VAB-1 (vab-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1854) (1 ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ14713 

juEx4725 
Plin-26-VAB-1 (vab-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY2220) (1 ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ16392 

juEx4728 
Phlh-17-VAB-1 (vab-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1852) (1 ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ16835 

juEx3308 
Pdyf-7-VAB-1 (vab-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1342) (15 ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ13960 

juEx4527 
Pttx-3-VAB-1 (vab-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1841) (5 ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ16033 

juEx4857 
Pstr-1-VAB-1 (vab-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY2221) (1 ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ17039 

juEx3179 
Pdyf-7-EFN-1 (unc-54 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1340) (1 ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ17654 

juEx5418 
Pdyf-7-EFN-2 (unc-54 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1343) (1 ng/µl) vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ18326 
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Table A.1 continued 
 

Transgene DNA constructs Genotype Strain # 
juEx127 EFN-1(+) (pCZ126) (50 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ14447 

juIs52 
EFN-1::GFP (pCZ131) (50 
ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ13080 

juEx3775 

Pdpy-30-EFN-1 (unc-54 
3'UTR) (pCZGY1843) (1 
ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ14487 

juEx3577 
Punc-33-EFN-1 (efn-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1857) (1 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 n/a 

juEx3476 

Punc-119-EFN-1 (unc-54 
3'UTR) (pCZGY1860) (1 
ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ14086 

juEx3158 
Prgef-1-EFN-1 (unc-54 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1344) (1 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ13372 

juEx3835 
Pmyo-2-EFN-1 (efn-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1853) (1 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ14694 

juEx4864 
Phlh-17-EFN-1 (efn-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1851) (1 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ17042 

juEx4524 
Pttx-3-EFN-1 (efn-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1839) (5 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ16028 

juEx4860 
Plin-26-EFN-1 (efn-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY2223) (1 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ16642 

juEx3179 
Pdyf-7-EFN-1 (unc-54 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1340) (1 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ13373 

juEx3272 
Pdyf-7-EFN-1 (efn-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1341) (1 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ13965 

juEx4909 
Pstr-1-EFN-1 (efn-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY2224) (1 ng/µl) efn-1(0); kyIs104 CZ16743 
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Table A.1 continued 
 

Transgene DNA constructs Genotype Strain # 

juEx4344 
Pdyf-7-ABL-1 (abl-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1845) (1 ng/µl)  

vab-1(kd); abl-1; 
kyIs104 CZ15789 

juEx4345 
Pdyf-7-ABL-1 (abl-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1845) (1 ng/µl)  

vab-1(kd); abl-1; 
kyIs104 CZ15791 

juEx4345 
Pdyf-7-ABL-1 (abl-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY1845) (1 ng/µl)  vab-1(0); kyIs104 CZ18522 

juEx5055 
Pstr-1-ABL-1 (abl-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY2227) (25 ng/µl) 

vab-1(kd); abl-1; 
kyIs104 CZ17047 

juEx5057 
Pstr-1-ABL-1 (abl-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY2227) (25 ng/µl) 

vab-1(kd); abl-1; 
kyIs104 CZ17049 

juEx5059 
Pstr-1-ABL-1 (abl-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY2227) (25 ng/µl) 

vab-1(kd); abl-1; 
kyIs104 CZ17051 

juEx5059 
Pstr-1-ABL-1 (abl-1 3'UTR) 
(pCZGY2227) (25 ng/µl) vab-1(kd); kyIs104 CZ18664 
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Appendix B. Strains Constructed 

Table B.1 C. elegans Strains Constructed 
 

Strain Genotype 
CZ9367 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ9443 vab-1(e118); Pgcy-7-GFP(otIs3) 
CZ9444 vab-1(e118); Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17) 
CZ9445 vab-1(e118); Pstr-3-GFP(kyIs128) 
CZ9553 vab-1(e2027); Pgcy-7-GFP(otIs3) 
CZ9555 vab-1(ju306); Pgcy-7-GFP(otIs3) 
CZ9556 vab-1(ju306); Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17) 
CZ9878 efn-2(ev658); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ9885 efn-1(e96); Pstr-3-GFP(kyIs128) 
CZ9886 vab-1(ju306); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ10141 efn-2(ev658); Pstr-3-GFP(kyIs128) 
CZ10142 efn-2(ev658); Pgcy-7-GFP(otIs3) 
CZ10229 efn-1(e96); Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17) 
CZ10230 efn-3(ev696); Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17) 
CZ10231 Pgcy-7-GFP(otIs3); efn-3(ev696) 
CZ10232 efn-2(ev658); Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17) 
CZ10582 efn-1(e96); Pgcy-7-GFP(otIs3) 
CZ10700 trk-1(tm3985); Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17) 
CZ10701 trk-1(tm3985) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11019 efn-2(ev658) efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11020 efn-1(e96); efn-3(ev696) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11021 efn-2(ev658); efn-3(ev696); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11022 vab-1(e118); efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11074 vab-1(e2027); Pgcy-5-GFP(ntIs1) 
CZ11132 jac-1(ok3000); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11183 vab-1(e118); trk-1(tm3985) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11184 vab-1(e118); jac-1(ok3000); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11185 vab-1(e118); efn-2(ev658); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11395 efn-3(ev696) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11396 ced-3(n717); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); kyEx3294 
CZ11448 src-2(ok819); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11449 vab-1(e118); efn-3(ev696) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11493 vab-1(dx31); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
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Table B.1 continued 
 

Strain Genotype 
CZ11494 goa-1(sa734); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11535 efn-2(ev658) efn-1(e96); efn-3(ev696) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11815 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); vab-1(+) (juEx16) 
CZ11816 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); vab-1(+) (juEx16) 
CZ11856 sax-3(ky123) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11892 vab-1(e2027); efn-2(ev658); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11933 akt-1(ok525); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11934 vab-1(tm306); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ11961 efn-2(ev658); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52) 
CZ12017 Pdyf-7-mCherry(juEx2744) 
CZ12018 Pdyf-7-mCherry(juEx2745) 
CZ12019 Pdyf-7-mCherry(juEx2746) 
CZ12050 vab-1(e2027); efn-3(ev696) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12051 vab-1(e2027); efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12220 unc-40(e1430); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12221 unc-40(e1430); efn-2(ev658); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12222 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12268 abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12361 efn-2(ev658); sax-3(ky123) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12408 vab-1(dx14); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12409 vab-1(ok1699); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12410 Ptrk-1-GFP(juEx2894) 
CZ12411 Ptrk-1-GFP(juEx2895) 
CZ12412 Ptrk-1-GFP(juEx2896) 
CZ12413 Ptrk-1-GFP(juEx2897) 
CZ12433 Ptrk-1-GFP(juEx2916) 
CZ12434 Ptrk-1-GFP(juEx2917) 
CZ12435 Ptrk-1-GFP(juEx2918) 
CZ12436 vab-1(dx31); efn-2(ev658); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12536 arf-6(tm1447); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12537 shc-1(ok198); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12538 shc-1(ok198); vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12539 shc-2(tm328); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
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Table B.1 continued 
 

Strain Genotype 
CZ12581 vab-1(e118); arf-6(tm1447); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12582 vab-1(e118); nck-1(ok694); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ12738 vab-1(e1059); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13016 vab-1(e2027); trk-1(tm4054) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13017 vab-1(e2027); abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13018 wrk-1(ok695) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13019 vab-1(e118); wrk-1(ok695) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13080 efn-1(e96); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52), Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13084 git-1(tm1962) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13085 vab-1(e118); git-1(tm1962) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13086 egl-19(ad695); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13087 vab-1(e118); egl-19(ad695), Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13100 Prgef-1-EFN-1(juEx3158) 
CZ13101 Pdyf-7-EFN-1(juEx3159) 
CZ13133 Pdyf-7-EFN-1(juEx3178) 
CZ13134 Pdyf-7-EFN-1(juEx3179) 
CZ13223 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx2737 
CZ13226 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3178 
CZ13228 efn-1(e141); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13370 ina-1(gm144); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13371 vab-1(e118); ina-1(gm144); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13372 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3158 
CZ13373 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3179 
CZ13427 Pdyf-7-mCherry(juEx3267) 
CZ13428 Pdyf-7-mCherry(juEx3268) 
CZ13429 Pdyf-7-mCherry(juEx3306) 
CZ13431 Pdyf-7-VAB-1(juEx3269) 
CZ13432 Pdyf-7-VAB-1(juEx3308) 
CZ13433 Pdyf-7-VAB-1(juEx3309) 
CZ13434 Pdyf-7-VAB-1(juEx3310) 
CZ13438 Prgef-1-EFN-1(juEx3313) 
CZ13439 Prgef-1-EFN-1(juEx3271) 
CZ13441 Prgef-1-EFN-1(juEx3315) 
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Table B.1 continued 
 

Strain Genotype 
CZ13446 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3273 
CZ13448 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3320 
CZ13449 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3321 
CZ13614 vab-1(e118); mig-10(ct41); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13615 EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13616 efn-2(ev658) efn-1(e141); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13617 vab-1(e118); ngn-1(ok2200); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13618 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3269 
CZ13838 Prgef-1-VAB-1(juEx3467) 
CZ13839 Prgef-1-VAB-1(juEx3468) 
CZ13840 Prgef-1-VAB-1(juEx3469) 
CZ13841 Prgef-1-VAB-1(juEx3470) 
CZ13842 Prgef-1-VAB-1(juEx3471) 
CZ13844 Prgef-1-VAB-1(juEx3473) 
CZ13845 Prgef-1-VAB-1(juEx3474) 
CZ13846 Punc-119-EFN-1(juEx3475) 
CZ13847 Punc-119-EFN-1(juEx3476) 
CZ13848 vab-1(e118); juEx3477 
CZ13849 aap-1(tm713); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13850 ephx-1(ok494); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13851 ngn-1(ok2200); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13852 vab-1(e2027); egl-19(ad695); kyIs014 
CZ13853 egl-19(n2368cs); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13854 vab-1(e118); egl-19(n2368cs); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13962 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3309 
CZ13963 mig-10(ct41); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ13967 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3315 
CZ13968 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3315 
CZ13969 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3317 
CZ13971 Punc-33-VAB-1(juEx3529) 
CZ13972 Punc-33-VAB-1(juEx3530) 
CZ14074 ephx-1(ok494) vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14075 vab-1(e118); egl-19(ad695); Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17) 
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Table B.1 continued 
 

Strain Genotype 
CZ14076 rga-5(ok2241); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14077 vab-1(e118); rga-5(ok2241); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14078 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3529 
CZ14079 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3529 
CZ14080 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3530 
CZ14081 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3530 
CZ14083 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3470 
CZ14084 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3475 
CZ14085 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3475 
CZ14086 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3476 
CZ14087 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3476 
CZ14089 Punc-33-EFN-1(juEx3575) 
CZ14090 Punc-33-EFN-1(juEx3576) 
CZ14091 Punc-33-EFN-1(juEx3577) 
CZ14095 tag-341(ok1498); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14177 Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17); unc-2(e55) 
CZ14178 vab-1(e118); Pgcy-8-GFP(oyIs17); unc-2(e55) 
CZ14387 gap-2(tm748) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14388 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3718 
CZ14389 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3719 
CZ14390 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx2870 
CZ14447 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx127 
CZ14483 vab-1(e118); akt-1(ok525); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14484 src-2(ok819); vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14485 vab-1(e118); ngn-1(ok2200); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14486 aap-1(tm713); vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14487 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3775 
CZ14629 egl-19(ad695); efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14630 age-1(hx546); efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14631 Pmyo-2-EFN-1(juEx3835) 
CZ14632 Pmyo-2-VAB-1(juEx3836) 
CZ14633 Pmyo-2-VAB-1(juEx3837) 
CZ14634 vab-1(+)(juEx3838) 
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Table B.1 continued 
 

Strain Genotype 
CZ14635 vab-1(+)(juEx3839) 
CZ14693 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3835 
CZ14694 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3835 
CZ14712 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3836 
CZ14713 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3836 
CZ14714 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3838 
CZ14715 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3838 
CZ14716 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3839 
CZ14799 unc-40(e1430); abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14800 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3839 
CZ14802 dyf-7(juEx3925) 
CZ14803 dyf-7(juEx3926) 
CZ14909 abl-1(juEx3927) 
CZ14910 abl-1(juEx3928) 
CZ14911 Pabl-1-GFP(juEx3984) 
CZ14912 age-1(hx546); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14913 vab-1(e118) age-1(hx546); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ14914 vab-1(e118) tag-341(ok1498); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ15135 Pdyf-7-VAB-1(juEx4113) 
CZ15136 Pdyf-7-VAB-1(juEx4114) 
CZ15137 Pdyf-7-VAB-1(juEx4115) 
CZ15138 Pdyf-7-VAB-1(juEx4116) 
CZ15139 Pdyf-7-VAB-1(juEx4117) 
CZ15294 egl-19(ad695); unc-6(ev400) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ15295 vab-1(e2); egl-19(ad695); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ15296 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4115 
CZ15297 efn-1(e96); abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ15298 vab-1(e118); akt-2(ok393) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ15507 lsy-6(ot71); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ15508 vab-1(e118); lsy-6(ot71); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ15567 daf-18(ok480) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ15568 vab-1(e118); daf-18(ok480) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ15589 Pdyf-7-ABL-1(juEx4343) 
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Strain Genotype 
CZ15590 Pdyf-7-ABL-1(juEx4344) 
CZ15591 Pdyf-7-ABL-1(juEx4345) 
CZ15592 Punc-33-ABL-1(juEx4346) 
CZ15781 efn-1(e96); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); juEx4421 
CZ15782 efn-1(e96); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); juEx4422 
CZ15783 efn-1(e96); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); juEx4423 
CZ15784 efn-1(e96); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); juEx4424 
CZ15785 vab-1(e2027); lsy-6(ot71); Pgcy-5-GFP(ntIs1) 
CZ15786 abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4343 
CZ15787 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4343 
CZ15788 abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4344 
CZ15789 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4344 
CZ15790 abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4345 
CZ15791 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4345 
CZ15792 abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4346 
CZ16027 Pttx-3-EFN-1(juEx4524) 
CZ16028 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4524 
CZ16029 Pttx-3-VAB-1(juEx4525) 
CZ16030 Pttx-3-VAB-1(juEx4526) 
CZ16031 Pttx-3-VAB-1(juEx4527) 
CZ16032 Pttx-3-VAB-1(juEx4528) 
CZ16033 vab-1(e2027);Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4527 
CZ16034 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4346 
CZ16035 akt-2(tm812) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ16036 vab-1(e118); akt-2(tm812) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ16249 nck-1(ok694) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ16250 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4345 
CZ16251 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4527 
CZ16386 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4719 
CZ16387 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4720 
CZ16388 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4721 
CZ16389 Plin-26-VAB-1(juEx4722) 
CZ16390 Plin-26-VAB-1(juEx4723) 
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Strain Genotype 
CZ16391 Plin-26-VAB-1(juEx4724) 
CZ16392 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4725 
CZ16393 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4725 
CZ16395 Phlh-17-VAB-1(juEx4727) 
CZ16396 Phlh-17-VAB-1(juEx4728) 
CZ16635 age-1(hx546); abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 

CZ16636 
age-1(hx546); vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171) Pstr-1-
GFP(kyIs104) 

CZ16638 Pstr-1-VAB-1(juEx4856) 
CZ16639 Pstr-1-VAB-1(juEx4857) 
CZ16640 Pstr-1-VAB-1(juEx4858) 
CZ16642 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4860 
CZ16643 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4861 
CZ16645 Phlh-17-EFN-1(juEx4863) 
CZ16646 Phlh-17-EFN-1(juEx4864) 
CZ16739 Pstr-1-EFN-1(juEx4905) 
CZ16740 Pstr-1-EFN-1(juEx4906) 
CZ16741 Pstr-1-EFN-1(juEx4907) 
CZ16742 Pstr-1-EFN-1(juEx4908) 
CZ16743 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4909 
CZ17033 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4728 
CZ17034 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4857 
CZ17035 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4858 
CZ17036 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4859 
CZ17037 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx905 
CZ17038 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4905 
CZ17039 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4857 
CZ17040 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4863 
CZ17041 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4864 
CZ17042 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4864 
CZ17043 Pstr-1-VAB-1(juEx5052) 
CZ17044 Pstr-1-VAB-1(juEx5053) 
CZ17045 vab-1(e118); wsp-1(gm324); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17046 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5054 
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Strain Genotype 
CZ17047 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5055 
CZ17048 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5056 
CZ17049 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5057 
CZ17050 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5058 
CZ17051 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5059 
CZ17052 vab-1(e118); abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5060 
CZ17296 cog-1(sy275); Pgcy-7-GFP(otIs3) 
CZ17297 wsp-1(gm324); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17298 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5053 
CZ17647 daf-18(nr2037) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17648 vab-1(e118); daf-18(nr2037) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17649 daf-16(mu86); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17650 daf-16(mu86); vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17651 aap-1(m889); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17652 aap-1(m889); vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17653 efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3273 
CZ17654 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3179 
CZ17679 sgk-1(ok538) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17680 vab-1(e118); sgk-1(ok538) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17765 sgk-1(ft15) kyIs014 
CZ17766 vab-1(e118); sgk-1(ft15) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17767 Punc-33-AAP-1(juEx5302) 
CZ17768 Punc-33-AAP-1(juEx5303) 
CZ17769 Punc-33-AAP-1(juEx5304) 
CZ17770 Punc-33-AAP-1(juEx5305) 
CZ17861 zfp-1(ok554); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17862 vab-1(e118); zfp-1(ok554); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17863 vab-1(e2027); sgk-1(ok538) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ17864 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5302 
CZ17865 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5304 
CZ18028 Pdyf-7-tagRFP-T(juEx5385) 
CZ18029 Pdyf-7-tagRFP-T(juEx5386) 
CZ18030 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3529 
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Strain Genotype 
CZ18031 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3530 
CZ18032 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4857 
CZ18033 daf-16(mu86); vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18034 age-1(hx546); vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18125 aap-1(m889); efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18126 daf-16(mu86); sgk-1(ok538); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18127 daf-16(mu86); abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18128 aap-1(m889); abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18129 Pdyf-7-EFN-2(juEx5417) 
CZ18130 Pdyf-7-EFN-2(juEx5418) 
CZ18131 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3269 
CZ18132 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx3309 
CZ18133 vab-1(e2027); VAB-1::GFP(juIs24); juEx5431 
CZ18249 efn-1(ju90); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18250 efn-2(ev658) efn-1(ju90); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18251 akt-2(ok393) Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18252 vab-1(ju426); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18253 vab-1(qa2211); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18323 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5417 
CZ18324 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5417 
CZ18325 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5418 
CZ18326 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5418 
CZ18327 Pdyf-7-AAP-1(juEx5477) 
CZ18328 Pdyf-7-AAP-1(juEx5478) 
CZ18329 Pdyf-7-AAP-1(juEx5479) 
CZ18330 Pdyf-7-AAP-1(juEx5480) 
CZ18331 Pdyf-7-AAP-1(juEx5481) 
CZ18332 Pdyf-7-AAP-1(juEx5482) 
CZ18449 egl-19(ad695); sax-3(ky123); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104) 
CZ18450 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5478 
CZ18451 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5480 
CZ18452 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5482 
CZ18463 Pstr-1-AAP-1(juEx5524) 
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Strain Genotype 
CZ18464 Pstr-1-AAP-1(juEx5525) 
CZ18465 Pstr-1-AAP-1(juEx5526) 
CZ18466 Pstr-1-AAP-1(juEx5527) 
CZ18467 Pstr-1-AAP-1(juEx5528) 
CZ18468 Pstr-1-AAP-1(juEx5529) 
CZ18469 efn-1(e96); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); juEx5530 
CZ18470 efn-1(e96); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); juEx5531 
CZ18471 efn-1(e96); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); juEx5532 
CZ18514 vab-1(e2027); pdk-1(mg142) 
CZ18515 akt-1(ok525); vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104)  
CZ18516 Pstr-1-GFP(juEx5535) 
CZ18517 Pstr-1-GFP(juEx5536) 

CZ18518 
efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); 
juEx5537 

CZ18519 
efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); 
juEx5538 

CZ18520 
efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); 
juEx5539 

CZ18521 
efn-1(e96); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); EFN-1::GFP(juIs52); 
juEx5540 

CZ18522 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4345 
CZ18584 vab-1(e118); pdk-1(sa709) 
CZ18585 vab-1(e2027); pdk-1(sa709) 
CZ18586 aap-1(m889), Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5478 
CZ18587 aap-1(m889); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5480 
CZ18588 aap-1(m889); vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5478 
CZ18589 abl-1(ok171); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5059 
CZ18663 Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5059 
CZ18664 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5059 
CZ18665 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx4345 
CZ18666 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5526 
CZ18667 vab-1(e118); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5529 
CZ18853 vab-1(e2027); Pstr-1-GFP(kyIs104); juEx5059 

 




